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Havana, Cuba, Oct.
hours of the opening of the polls for
the election of a president of the re-- j
public of Cuba, fears were very gen- -
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erally expressed here that the day
would not pass without serious disor- uer. Another Berious source of dan-- ;
ger is that arising from the fact that
practically all the voters go to the
polls armed in spite of the action of
the government in revoking al per-- !
inits to carry revolvers. Detachments
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NATION

X. Y., Oct. 111. With the end
of obtaining a linger auditorium, the first decision to hold the funeral of Vice President Sherman in
the reformed Dutch Church has been
abandoned and the First Presbyterian
church will be used for that purpose.
The services will be conducted at 2
o'clock Saturday and will be conduct-ed by Dr. Holden, pastor of the Dutch!
church, and Dr. M. W. Stryker, presi-- !
of the Hamilton College of
which college Mr. Sherman was an
alumnus.
The body of the vice president will
in- tit Rin
ii
ui in wuriuu
house Friday from ;! p. m. to 9 p. in.,
and it is expected that it will be re turned to (lie Sherman residence for
private services there Saturday morn -
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SHOOTS WOMAN
THEN DESERTS

HEAVY LOSSES

BELIEVED

TO

HAVE OCCURRED

OH BOTH SIDES

Oct. 81. Firing
Nogales, Ariz.,
through a window when he saw anSofia, Oct. ill. The Bulgarian army wing of the Turks was withdrawn to
other soldier in her home, an unhas completely routed the main Turk-den- t Serai and Istrandia, so that the battle
known private of Troop D, Fourth
ish army under Nazlm Pasha. The front, which yesterday extended from
United States cavalry, killed Francisca
fled in disorder, leaving many Lule Bergas to V isa, now lies across
Turks
w..., vnrk r.itv Oct. 31. In one of As he came up on the high platform nation if there is not the right type Grijatv, a Mexican woman, last night
killed and wounded in the field.
Tchorlu, Serai and Istrandia.
the garden of character among the average meniand then shot, perhaps fatally, two
The battle, which is regarded as
London, Oct. 31. The wings of the
t wonderful situations that through aa rear stairway,
mc um .uuiii Hv..,ii,n iiiv
.
became oeaiam ot souna ana a mum mm women , uie yuiiu
the most important engagement since Turkish and Bulgarian armies which
."
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.
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tne
seen
,
been
great cny
has ever
With a broad smile working, decent-living- ,
house when they heard the shot tired,
the beginning of the war, lasted three roughly occupy lines stretching from
New York second city in size in the tlle cojonei stepped forward and wav - people who make up the great bulk of
The trooper then escaped across the
entire days. It extended along the Lule Uergas to Visa, have been enRoosevelt: ed nig hand in saiute. The cheers our citizenship. 1 know my country-las- t border into Mexico.
line from Lule Burgas eastward to gaged for the last three days in a serword Colonel Theodore
final
his
31 ies of determined
The Turkish front was
Serai.
message
delivered
jn volume. His gestures for the men. 1 know that they are of this
night,
The Bulfighting.
miles long.
ing.
of this remarkable campaign to the crowd to be seated intensified the type. Hut it is in civil life as it is in
garians claim to have defeated the
be
will
in
in
buried
Sherman
man
Mr,
The
For
the
to
behind
war. In war, it is the
Ottoinaii. army retreated
people of the United States following noise. He insisted upon standing
Turks at the Lule Bergas end while
TEN MILLION FOR ROADS.
est Hill cemetery, where many mem Tchorlu, about 12 miles to the south
of cheering and njs effort to bring the crowd to order. gI!n that counts most, and yet he
a demonstration
111.
Oct.
The
Ariz.,
Phoenix,
bers of bis family have found a final ot the position from which they were tlie Turks assert that the Bulgarians
not do his work unless he has the
'rae demonstration lasted forty-twwaving that lasted forty-fiv- e
have been driven back around Visa.
road supervisors of Ari xj
county
He selected his pall driven by the liulgarians.
1
re-accurto
place.
resting
in
not
minutes. Colonel Roosevelt altera
minutes. It is
possible
right kind of gun. In civil life,
Of the fighting in the center, no aux
here
in
convention
zona,
today
eon-111.
bearers
before
his
j
death.
Oct.
The
London,
They
Bulgarian thoritative report has
ately estimate the size of the crowd. quest to the police to keep order in the every day life of our nation, it is
voted unanimously to ask the x! sist of prominent citizens and inti-- ;
yet been rearmy completely defeated a Turkish ceived.
which counts
It "jammed" Madison Square Garden the hall, began speaking. He said in individual character
million dollars
to
ten
state
issue
mate
friends.
force
estimated
to
number
at
200,000
of
from floor to roof, every particle
part:
most; and yet the individual character
The Bulgarians are standing evin bonds for good roads building, x
Mr. Sherman was treasurer of the; Lule Burgas after three days of terFriends, perhaps once in a genera- - cannot avail, unless in addition there-tion- ;
standing room being utilized and overon the result of this battle.
to be distributed in the counties
erything
Dutch
reformed
rific
crurch.
a
to
news
fighting, according
flowed Into the streets for some three
perhaps not so often, there t0 there lie ready to hand the social
in accordance with their assess- Sergeant-at-arms- ,
IJ. M.
They have brought up all their availRansdell.
Sofia.
from
The
agency
dispatch
one
was
immense
of
It
comes
the
blocks.
a chance for
or four
people
aweap0118 which can be forced only
ed valuations. Every county was X
telegraphed that fifty members ol'jgarian cavalry is pursuing the retreat able regulars to the front, leaving the
to play their part wisely and aw an(j by public opinion operating
sea of humanity, workingmen, bankthe senate will attend the funeral.
represented.
ing Turks. The battle probably will investment of the fortress of Adria-nopl- e
ers, clerks, street car men, society fearlessly in some great battles of the true and operated upon by law.
which now 13 completely hemThe president's cabinet members give occasion for the intervention of
women simply a maze of faces from age long warfare for human rights,
Again, friends, do not forget that
and many members of the house also the European powers.
med in, to their reserves, some of
and
ad y0 our fathers the chance came in the
all over Greater New York
are expected.
In dispatches from Vienna it is as- - whom have taken the field in civilian
proposing no new principles,
THE BEAUTIFUL SNOW.
jacent country. His speech was: the mighty days of Abraham Lincoln, of tne doctrines we preach reach back to
ot condolence were re- - serted that the foreign ministers of clothing.
telegrams
first he has made since he was snot mte man who thought and toiled and the eolden rule and the sermon on the
The Turkish commanders, too, aphave
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 31. The first ceived by Mrs. Sherman from Sena-sno- the Luropean governments
by John Schrank at Milwaukee on the 'suffered for the people with sad pa mount. They reach back to the com- of the season fell over northern; tcrs Callinger of New Hampshire and reached a tentative agreement in this peal- to have brought to Europe all
night of October 14. The colonel ap tience and kindly endeavor. To our mandments delivered at Sinai. All Kansas and western Missouri today. Bacon or l.eorgia, who have acted al- - matter and in any event the entries the troops it was possible to withdraw
peared in his characteristic attitude, forefathers the chance came in the that we are doing Is to apply these Reports of snow in eastern Nebraska Ornately as president pro tempore of, of Bulgarian troops into Constant! from Asia Minor, as it now is anshowing apparently no effects from troubled years that stretched from the doctrines in the shape necessary to and western South Dakota also were "ic oriian; u mi . unci mull a auDCUUC. nople will not be tolerated by the po nounced that regular traffic on the Anhis wound and smiling broadly, as he time when the first continental con- make them available for meeting the received here.
Speaker Champ Clark's message wers. Lven Russia is not inclined to atolian railways has been partly rewaved a greeting to the cheering sea gress gathered to the time when living issues of our own day. 'We deread: "You have our heartfelt sym- permit such an occurrence.
On the other side of the pen...
.
It is also understood in diplomatic sumed.
of faces. ..
pathy in. your great sorrow. May God
Washington was inaugurated hb first cline to be bound by the empty little
insula
Servian troops are extendthe
canquarters in the Austrian capital that
bless you and yours."
Governor Hiram W. Johnson,
"It Is of little matter whether
formulas of
president of the republic. To us, in
ing the area of territory conquered by
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nations
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and Oscar our turn, the chance has now come to
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already
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philosophies, useful once perhaps, but
It is reported toknown in an unofficial manner that them in Macedonia.
S. Straus, candidate ror governor of stand for
but the cause shall not fail, for X who managed the
liberty and righteousness as useless now. Our purpose is to
have crossed the mounthat
day
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are
to
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said:
they
to
immense
the
New York, speaking
great
prepared
campaign,
accept intervenit is the cause of mankind. We,
in their day these dead men stood for shackle greedy cunning as we shackle
tion by the powers at any moment tains and taken the town of Prisrend,
crowd before Colonel Roosevelt reach- liberty and righteousness. Our task brutal force, and we are not to be
here in America, hold in our X man and a good man has gone."
now.
The Russian aviator, Popoff, with a large quantity of Turkish war
widow of
Mrs. Jennie T. Hobart,
ed the hall, paved the way for a great is not so great as theirs. Yet it is diverted from this purpose by the aphands the hope of the world, the
- instructor
exof aviation in the Russian material.
President
Vice
former
Hobart,
the
former presi- well night as important. Our task is
demonstration for
fate of the coming years; and
to the dead dogmas of a dead
peal
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They are said also to have taken.
one
who
the first air navigator to
army,
"as
tended
her
sympathy,
dent.
shame and disgrace will be ours X
to profit by the lessons of the past past. We propose to lift the burdens
could fully appreciate your great be- - lose his life in this war. He with Diakovo- sti" further to the west,
A stuffed bull moose at one end of and to check in time the evils that
in
of
if
our
eyes the light
high
from the lowly and the weary, from
The reeks. too, appear to be
several others, left Russia a few days
leavement."
the garden upon which a spot light grow around us, lest our failure to do the
resolve is dimmed, if we trail in
and the oppressed. We pro
to offer his services to
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poor
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friend and loved him as an able and Adrianople, he was brought down by road leading to Monastir.
tions.
we merely build another country
We must not permit the more, we propose to see that manTurkish shrapnel shells.
helpless.
truthful
Grave fears are expressed in regard.
public servant."
a
A sea of waving bandannas and
of great but unjustly divided ma-brutal selfishness of arrogance and the hood is not crushed out of the men
of New Jersey
Governor
Wilson
d
Constantinople, Oct. 111. It is ru-- to the Christian populations of
great chorus of yells greeted the brutal selfishness of envy each to run who toil, by excessive hours of labor,
terial prosperity, we shall have
that the Bulgarian troops are stantinople, Saloniki, and other Turk-bein- g
suit the following telegram:
candidates as they appeared on the unchecked in its evil course. If we
done nothing; and we shall do
bombarded by a Turkish squad-- ish ports, where the news of Turkish
"In common with the whole country
by under payment, by injustice and
as little if we merely set the
platform, and it was 8:20 o'clock be- do so then some day smoWering oppression. When this purpose can
Mrs. Wilson and 1 have been deeply ron on the Black Sea coast and that defeats is being circulated in
spite ot
fore Senator Joseph M. Dixon, chair- hatred will suddenly kindle into a
greed of arrogance, and thereby
shocked by the death of Vice Presi- under cover of the firing a body of the censorship and official denials.
only be secured by the collective ac- man of the national committee, could
destroy the material
dent Sherman and we wish to extend amnion uuodb nas neen. lunriori
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crisis as grim as any which this
We brush aside the argu"Our country has been peculiarly
Hon. Theodore Roosevelt, deliv- of Vice President James Schoolcraft another stand, occupies an important
public has ever seen.
ments of those who seek to bar action
there, and the action of the
fact
the
Mr.
"in
said
Straus,
blessed,"
Sherman.
ered in Carnegie Mall, New York
position on the main road and on the properly
It is our business to show that nine-- i by the repetition of some
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powers in the matter is under conthat in every important epoch of its tenths of wisdom consists in
Mr.
occurred
death
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Sherman's
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March
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between
City,
railway
Wednesday,
Constantinople and sideration.
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1912.
development from the beginning, a wise in time. We owe to our" nation
night at 9:42 at the family residence, Adrianople at the uoint where tho
of liberty being the history of
Sir Edward Grey, the British forhistory
of
leader has arisen who was best quali- if we let matters
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At a banquet of the Union
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drift; if in our in-- ! the limitation
of
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governmental
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fied to carry the nation through
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York
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indunchecked and utterly selfish
to determine the meantary situation in the. Balkan peninsumore than 24 hours of almost total troops from Asia minor
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member of President McKinley's
by way of la permitted, the powers would take
for
are
We
constitution.
of
the
ing
to""consciousness.
which
that has builded the nation
Rodesto.
cabinet gave the following eulogy V
to insure enduring peace bepointed end. That end would be wide-- i human rights, and we intend to work
X! Exalted public functionary though
of Theodore Roosevelt:
day stands foremost of all the naLondon, Oct. .'!!. The eastern wing steps
would mean for them in efficient, fashion.
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tween the belligerents.
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of the capture of the Turkish city of
by
welfare of all the people.
life
in
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able
that
the
been
have
Bulgarian troops, but could gain Ipek, about fifteen miles from the,
mon exchange between the older res- "Our first stage was the national which are drawn when the selfish rights, then we are for state's rights.
.
.
.. no success, says a Sofia
day of our sorrow, when our la- - X
t.
dispatch. In Montenegrin frontier, by the Monten,aa ,.r.
Where in order to obtain them it is
'
constructive period under the fathers; greed of the "haves" is set over.1 consequence of
mented President McKinley was Xj All
the occupation of Lule negrin army commanded by General
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"haveof
selfish
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then the civil rights or preservative
ra,M
to pre- - the nation, then we shall invoke to its
mast at the beginning of the day. Mr. Bergas by the Bulgarians, the eastern Vukotitch was received here today.
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nots." There is but one
period for the abolition of slavery. vent such a division and way
to stand by and hold up. the
to
is
that
shprrnan ...
nmminpt t:.ntnr in
uttermost limits that mighty power.
sue- Washington, Jefferson and Lincoln t v
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But
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for
of
liberty.
were the leaders
the first two
cessor, Theodore Roosevelt.
hibition are not worth a hoot. Stop
offices
of
and
the
concerns
were
such
' ment in which we are now engaged,
of
the
not
the liberty
oppressed, and
periods
"I am told that be is not pop- it by constitutional amendment and it
closed
the
in- for
one
is
of
movement
day.
resolute
0ur
nfl
for the liberty of the oppressor to
we are now in the thh-r- t RtBM
ular in New York. Men say he
will remain stopped.
Many messages of condolence were
onr develonment the strneele for Blstence upon the rights, and full oppress the weak and to bind burdens
is not safe. He is not safe for
"Abolish liquor as we abolished
received during the night and con- social justice, and the leader of this acknowledgment of the duties of on the shoulders of the heavy laden.
the men who wish to prosecute
to pour in today from all parts
amendtinued
slavery
by constitutional
woman
man
and
within
every
It is idle to nsk us not to exercise the
third period of our national life is every
ment.
selfish schemes for the public's V of the count;.
ours.
land
We war power of the government when only
of
Theodore RooEevelt.
Throughout his this great
"It would have done good for Texas
detriment, He is not safe for the
They include telegrams from Presi-- ,
administration he gave himself with against the forces of evil, and the hv the novvpr of the trovernment. can
to have gone dry at the last election
men who wish the government
dent Taft, Colonel Roosevelt and most
we
of
use
are
the
weapons
weapons
we curb the greed that sits in nit,n v conducted with creator reference
the devotion of an inspired prophet
with Governor Colquitt to enforce the
o: the men in public life.
Wo r n Tint oat oroc f o tro met '
to enlarge the opportunities for the fMfrht
law.
places; when only by the exercise of v tn
The messages of sympathy began '
.,.ii.n- - i,
greed, or hatred against hatred. Our the government can we exalt the low- - x to
"Give us a million votes this time
to arrive before Mr. Sherman had
plain people of the land."
d
He ,
not
t,e bljc
and we will elect a president next
declared
Mr. Straus
Roosevelt, creed is one that bids us be just to ,y and giVe heart to the humble and x safe for the mell'who wish to
actually passed away, but all such
.rc. D,..,Htlii,.y .u, a Bu uuttle
time.
we care ror tacts,
when he appointed him secretary
were for the time withheld from the
drag ,ne reBid0nt of the United
of commerce and labor, had told him strive for an understanding of the and not for formulas. We- care for x States hlto a corner and make
"I will be 60 tomorrow and as fit
family.
to "tilt the balance in favor of hu needs of all. Our purpose is to smite deeds, and not for words. We recog- CHAFIN SAYS HE COMES FROM FIVE a? a fiddle, because I never took a
Since
the
of
the
illness'
beginning
which
down wrong. But toward those who njze no sacred right of oppression.!. whispered arrangements
of his chief, Harry Davenport, who!
drink and have five generations of
v,.,.o i.,,,.,
manity.
n,v
GENERATIONS WHO NEVER
TOOK ancestors who never drank.
for the last eighteen years has been
Guess
The crowd which had begun to mi have done the wrong, we feel only the we recognize no divine right to work
their constituent?
Mr. Sherman's private secretary, has:
that is as good a temperance lecture
iimi ia uuuipaiiuic lnjustice. v o stanu tor tne constitu- the garden as soon as the doors were
tuom,
"But
he
that
has
t0
A DRINK -- TAFT IS OUT OF THE
say
j
as I can give.
been constantly with him and he is
o'clock was entertained with causing the wrong to cease.
tion. We recognize that one of its
opened at
been, these years rince President
now
declose
to
all
attention
for nearly two hours with moving pic
giving
me
"Prohibition of interstate shipment
GAME
"
runcuons
most
is
useiui
McKinlev s death, the greatest
protection
r
tails pertaining to the late vice presi-- ;
tures of the Rooosevelt western tour. the spirit in which we work is as far of property. But we will not consent x conservative force for the pro- of liquor is the only thing short of
dent's affairs and to the approaching
a constitutional
amendment which
Cheers greeted every appearance of removed from vindictiveness as from to make of the constitution a fetish
tection of property and our inEI Paso, Texas, Oct. 31. Eugene will prohibit the sale of liquor.
funeral ceremony.
Roosevelt on the films and the cheer- weakness. We are resolute to do for the protection of fossillized wrong.
stitutions in the city of WashingThe people of this city have seen Chafin, of Arizona, prohibition presi"I have campaigned for 90 days,
ing swelled to such proportions when away with the evil, and we intend to We call the attention of those who
ton.
comparatively little of Mr. Sherman dcntial candidate for president, spoke made 540 speeches and traveled 23,000
the speakers appeared on the plat- proceed with such wise and cautious thus interpret it to the fact that in
"I would rather have my boys
for the last year. He left here fori three times in El PaBo. today. He de- - miles on
form that the intervention of the sanity as will cause the very mini- that great instrument of justice, life
nothing stronger than water
taught to admire as the finest
Washington early in December, 1911, clared, "Wilson " Win carry forty and have not been sick a day or tired
band was necessary to enable Gover- mum of disturbance that is compatible and liberty are put on a full level with
in our me me nonesty ana
uung
Taft
Roosevelt
so
and
three
five,
;and was,
constantly occupied with states,
a single night. Guess that is going
nor Johnson and Mr. Straus to begin with achieving our purpose.
property; indeed, are enumerated
frankness, the trm.i and loyalty, X;his duties that he was unable to Debs and I will divide the others."
Do not forget, friends, that we are
their speeches.
ahead of it in the order of their im- X the honor and devotion of Theo- - X visit the city on more than one orj Other declarations by the prohibit-dor- e some.
Senator Dixon, introducing the can- not proposing to substitute law for portance. We stand for an upright
Roosevelt, than to have all XUwo occasions previous to his return lion candidate were:
didate for governor of New York, de- character. We are merely proposing judiciary. But where the judges claim X the wealth of this great metro- SHE SUICIDED AFTER QUARREL.
here at the beginning of his final ill- "Liquor is the real cause of the;
to
buttresB
character by law. We the right to make our laws by finally
clared the majority of the states in
cost
of
polis.
If
ness last June.
San Francisco, Oct. 31. Mrs. W.. P.
high
living.
Teddy gets
the middle west and the northwest fully recognize that, as has been true interpreting them; by finally deciding
"The work of President Roose- - X
Not until It became evident that the more votes than Taft, and I think he McComas, wife of a wealthy mining
would return "old time Roosevelt vic- in the past, so it is true now, and ever whether or not we have the power to
velt has more weight ior good in X crisis was approaching did his physi-- , will, the republican party will be too man, died at a private sanitarium to- will be true, that the prime factor in make
tories on election day."
this land than that of any score, Si cians make known the fact that after dead to bury.-them, then we claim the right
day of the pistol wound in her head
Colonel Roosevelt reached the hall each man or woman's success must ourselves to exercise that power. We
"The democratic party will get so she received early Tuesday morning
or of all his detractors put to- - X ht left Utica and went to Big Moose
at 9:15 while Governor Johnson was normally be that man or woman's own forbid any men, no matter what their X gether."
X he came near dying at that place. Dr. big over the result of the election after a quarrel with her husband. An
still speaking. His progress through character character, the sum of many official position may be, to usurp the X The man who thus
operation performed yesterday proved
appreciated X F. H. Peck said today that Mr. Sher- that it will break in two.
the streets was greeted with cheers qualities, but above all, of the quali- right which is ours; the right which X Theodore Roosevelt was, Elihu X man had not been there 24 hours when
"Stop the manufacture of liquor. unavailing. The police pronounced
that penetrated the hall and brought ties of honesty, of courage and of
That is the only solution of the liquor the case one of suicide, and McComas
X Root
X
an answering cheer from the inside.
common Eense. Nothing will avail a
Local option and local pro--1 was give I his full liberty yesterday.
problem.
(Continued on page four).
(Continued on Page Four.)
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MORE TROOPS FTOM ASIA TO EUROPE

in view

FOURTH TROOPER

ROOSEVELT IS CHEERED FOR FORTY

FIGUTIMR IIESPCRATCIV

Con-more-

PACE TWO

3A1TCA FE NEW MEXICAN

lamkl ,AMjMjir
A

Mhk.

The Little Store

STOMACH

UPSET?

sou?

S CARETS

"MY PREDECESSOR."
Under that heading, there appeared LIVED ON
in Collier's Weekly on March 6, two
days after President Taft took his
RAW EGGS
oath of office as president of the United States, the following opinion of
Theodore RooBevelt, now the greatest
living American. Read it carefully. Mr. Richard's Experience With Dif.
Mr. Taft is held up to you, as an lion- -

WE HAVE THE
PINTS AND QUARTS

Sluggish, Bowels Cause gases inot a poiiticlan but
l
give the people a
Sourness and Food

SCHRAM FRUIT JARS

THURSDAY,

ferent

wh0 ls strlvlllg
good, sound ad

31, 1912.

"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"
'

The Original and Only Absolutely

Heater on (lie Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

and

Peaches

Diets.

OCTOBER

AJWoney andFuel Saver

Buttermilk for Three Years.

between
ministration.
Somewhere
Holds Fire for 36 Hours
the time he went into office and the
Cecilton, Md. Mr. George Richard
Without Attention. Now
present hour when he seeks
of this place, dming the past M yeaTS.
is the time to call and
a
o
more
died
has
he
different
tried
tion
at
awful
slipped
has
sourness,
That
hands,
your
belching
probably
EXTRA CAPS.
acid and foul gases; that pain in the cog. This WAS his opinion of Theo- than the average person would ever usi
Mjce Vour Selection
a lifetime.
pit of the stomach, the heartburn, dore Roosevelt then but it's not his in What he has to say about his experiwhile our stock is comnervousness, nausea, bloating after opinion today. Why? Go nsk Wall ments, must therefore
be highly interestplete in a sizes. We
dizziness
street, but first read this:
eating, feeling of fullness,
ing to anyone suffering from indigestiot
will take pleasure in
"Mr. Roosevelt and I came to know or stomach troubles of any kind.
and sick headache, means a disorHe says: ' For more than 12 years
dered stomach, which cannot be regu- each other when he was chairman of
Demonstrating to you
I
suffered with stomach troubles, and
I
It
cause.
remove
the
and
lated until you
the civil service commission
for doctor billi
the
dollars
of
hundreds
advantagss to be had
paid
isn't your stomach's fault. Your was solicitor general in 1890 to 1892, and medicines. 1 was also operated on
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
in Purchasing a Coles.
In Washington.
stomach is as good as any.
We were both subor- tor piles.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
I lived on
peaches and buttermilk
Try Cascarets; they immediately dinates in the Harrison administracleanse and regulate the Btomach, re- tion. We lived in the same part of for nearly thu e years. The only thing
BUY A COLES HEATER
raw eggs,
move the sour, undigested and fer- Washington, he on Nineteenth street, that would not ve me pain was
1 could not
1 was a physical wreck.
AND YOU'LL BE GLAD
FOR HARD COAL
menting food and foul gases; take the near the British embassy, and I on
and was as near crazy as a man
FOR SOFT COAL
excess bile from the liver and carry DuPont circle. Our wives knew each sleep,
could well be.
Mica doors are extra larne fitted in reColes original down draft. This is the
nt
two
off the constipated waste matter and other well and some of our children
1 must
after
thnt
taking
say
stove for the home, the office anil all
cessed grooves, perfect fit.
public places. It requires little or no
poison from the intestines and bow- were born about the same time.
packages of Thrdford's
For those who enjoy the Cllow lng buy
1 ever spent
all
and Is known to be the most
attention
than
more
me
did
is
it
trouble
rod
els. Then your stomach
"We found after discussion that we for other medicines.
the "Radiant".
servicable unci economical of all stoves.
A Cascaret
ended.
tonight will agreed In quite a marked way in our
I have been w inking daily on the farm
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
straighten you out by morning a
views of proper political ideals and ever since, and am as hard as iron."
box from any drug store will proper
been
has
nurelv
veeetable
remedy
This
were
We
methods.
political
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
keep your stomach sweet; liver and emphatic in the judgment that the po . in successful use for mere than 70 yeaif.bowels regular for months. Don't for- litical reformer who was not willing Try it. But be siue that it's" Jtteaiorrs.7
get the children their little insides to accept conditions as they were as
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
need a good, gentle cleansing, too.
man, of the man who has great
the basis for his action and to work
ana wnu no
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
for the hetter thinns that were nrac-- , obstacles to meei,
him in llf'e struaate.
....
all
that
tica.
without
achieving
t0 he
UrilllCtl Ul I l
would like to achieve, was rather a
I
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
DCTADf
MAICC
of m'en nQ one who ever
1
.
.
.
...
H
hinderance than a help to the pro-.- " ..hf. anH
v
Tvthii
iu
ui
hcju
AS MAIL CLERK gress ana merely assisted me perma- - .. insistence na8 away8 been that
nent control of the boss and the ma the difficulty between the
Pbone Black
Phone Black
chine.
This, I think, had been the casses jn ths country and the failure
oC
the
David McKnight, chief clerk
of Mr. Roosevelt's oi educated lawyers and political eco
45
railway mail service in New Mexico, moving principle
Arizona and Texas, with headquarters career. He has believed in practical nomists and others to bring about
in El Paso, Texas, was yesterday in progress and not in ideals which proper relations between the
and these dependent on wages
the city. He examined Daniel C. make for no real advancement.
I went
two
these
for
their living, arises from an ab-- j
"After
seN THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
upon
who
years
local
the
clerk,
mailing
Ortiz,
of a proper point of view on
sence
an
left
and
disthe
bench
t
ninety-eighWashington
cent
the
in
cured
per
ODS, Electricity plays a most importhe part of those who are leading
patching of mails. Mr. McKnight was only occasionally met him, though comfortable
The confidence
lives.
were
as
to
time
from
time
for
the
Ortiz
tant part. . The grandfather would
changes
with
exceedingly pleased
that the common, plain people, includ-irlarge per cent he secured. The ex made in his career, we carried on a
in
had
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hothe wage earners, have
amination in which the mailing clerks correspondence and as crises would Theodore
as
their
repre-Roosevelt
ern
and why all this light ? To
and railway postal clerks are examin-- ! arise he would not infrequently write scntative and defender has been most
ec. is a very hard and difficult one, and me to secure my judgment on particu
was
never
there
for
make the home more homelike to make
perfectly pieced,
requires a great deal of careful study. lar situations.
a champion more sincere in support
Dan Ortiz is the first mailing clerk
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
"No one associates with Mr. Roose- of their real inerests and yet there
ever examined in the Santa Fe post- velt closely
without having the never was a friend franker in hir
for father, mother and children. Good light
Domestic Lump
office. According to a new ruling of 6tr0ngeet possible affection for him. statement to them of the unpleasant
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
hereafter all His mind, his disposition and his tiuths that occasionally ought to b
the postmaster-genera- l
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
the mailing clerks in first and second temperament are all of that class that told. Mr. Roosevelt understands the
desired.
class offices will have to pass the would make him agree rather than plain people about as well as Lincoln
examination in the dispatching of disagree with the people with whom did, shares their feelings and gives ar-- ;
Hence
mails, at least once or twice a year he comes in contact. But this is not curate expression to them.
Phone One Double O J.
just the same as the railway mail to say that he does not enjoy a con his marvelous hold upon the great:clerks. Yesterday, lor (he first time, troversy and a fight, according to the body of the people, which has conthe chief clerk came to our local office rules of the game, for he does. He tinued to exist in undiminished
in spite of the
criticism1
to examine the mailing clerk, and was believes as
strongly as possible in (strength
in!
very much pleased with the grade se-- j team work and I never served under heard of him and his methods
cured by our mailing clerk. Mr. Mc-- j any man, or hope to serve under an- quarters more conspicuous than realty
Knight says the Santa Fe people can other man, so intensely loyal to the significant.
"When the friction of the last Tew
now feel safe about their outgoing cause which we were both
PHONE 85 MAIN.
seeking to months shall be forgotten, when tho
mail, knowing that we have a mailing uphold, and so generous in his accept- mists
of momentary irritation
shall
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
clerk with a good record, we can trust ance of the full responsibility of his
have disappeared,
the greatness of
that our mail will be promptly and subordinates in the work as Theodore Theodore
IENT
to touch the button and
as
Roosevelt as
and
dispatched. The examina- Roosevelt. I never served under an- leader of men in one president
FACTORY WOOD perfectly
SWASTIKA LUMP
of the great
your stove is ready to cook your
tion which is given the mail clerks other who was as
generous in his moral movements of the country's
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
consists in the casing of 728 cards in a
him
iron
of
who
with
those
worked
ready to use, your toasted
praise
history will become clear to everyone
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
case similar to the cases used in the and
who was as willing to accord and he will take his place in history
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacumailing departments of the postofBces more than their deserts to the men with Washington and Lincoln."
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
for the outgoing mails. Each card
um
cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
to
who
were
shoulder
shoulder
with
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
resents a postofflce in New Mexico. him in the
Work for the New Mexican. It
to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatThat characteristic
fight.
ready
There are 728 postoffices in Xew
of his has been calculated to tie men working for you, for Santa Fe and
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thins
ico, including the discontinued
(he new state
to him with bonds of steel.
Out of 728 cards Ortiz cased
for
s
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
"The general theory that Mr. Rooseperfectly 714, and missed 14, which velt is of an exceedingly impulsive
and night' Estimates and full inforday
STAGE LINE gives him just a little of 9S per cent. nature is, perhaps, justified to the excheeer fully given.
mation
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
to
case
It took Ortiz only 23 minutes
is interested and should know
tent of saying that he had a marveabout thft wonderful
From
all the cards which Is considered very
a
lous quickness for apprehending
MARVEL Whirling Spray
La Salle Restaurant
fast, as the average time consumed is
BARRANCA TO TAOS 2G
ihe new vaa'nal Syringe.
it
and
the
nub
of
question
reaching
Mr.
Best most convenient. It
McKnight also speaks and also an
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
to
desire
Meets Both North South veryminutes.
cleanses instantly.
overwhelming
highly of Mr. Pflueger, our postrid
of
as
the
issue
Ask
it,
for
get
your dmceist
presented
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
master, who is making a nice record.
If he cannot supply th
I never knew a
MARVEL, accept no otl
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of Mr. McKnight says the local office is promptly as possible.
Two Doorg Below F. Andrews Store.
but send stamp for illustrated
man
in
who
as
worked
advance
far
in
order
and
very
departgood
book
every
bound
cents.
at
and
25
the
north
sealed. It cives?ull particu
train
Meals
arrives
Regular
nnrl directions ivaluanleto ladies.
ment is properly managed. He also of what was to be done and who kept lars
Taoe at 7 p. m.
MARVEL CO., 44 East 23d Street. New York
Booms for Rent 25c and 50c
to
his
with
reference
engagements
Ten miles shorter than any other said a few nice words about our assist- 'what he had
Short Orders at All Honrs.
agreed to do as
ant
F. R. Stevenson, who
postmaster,
cover
Good
and
hacks
way.
good
as Mr. Roosevelt. Perhaps I J uinLnjTJTjTrTj!
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teams.
TJTJTJUVirLfrunp
Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams U filling his position very efficiently. lvalue this virtue more
highly because
french Noodle Order 10c a dlsa,
furnished commercial men to take In
BEWARE OF PARROT!
I lack it
myself. The result of quick
Mow York Chop Sucy 50c the surrounding towns. Wire K'.nbude
!
Chicago, Oct. 31. Domestic animals decision and action
might have im
are declared to be disease conveyors
Mr.
of
success
the
Roosevelt's
Rooms With Bath,
paired
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
by the weekly bulletin of the Chicago career if it had not been that he has 1
1
YOUR
FOR
department of health, issued today.
been freer than mott men from that
Fondling the meek, old family cat pride of opinion which prevents many
may plunge the fondler into rabies, men from
admitting their errors, reI
intestinal and infantile paralysis
their judgment and changing
the bulletin says, and the versing
their course. I have had to do with
faithful watchdog may bring upon his a
number of presidents, and with a
master or mistress dire communicable
good many chiefs, and I am well withEven
diseases.
the
Blsbee
Fl
To
Paso'
parrot from its in the truth when I
Douglass and
PD0M
CANT A PC
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
that I never
noisy perch is found to be a conveyor met e man who, upon say
FlVUiU
LL all points in New Mexico, Aripresentaproper
I
1
of psittacosis, a parrot disease.
$2.50 and $3.00
Larger rooms
tion, would reverse himself as willzona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, vial NEW MEXICO
Although few families to whom the
obstiof
and
trace
as
little
with
one of
moderate priced rooms
health bureau bulletin is mailed are ingly
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
day.
or unreasonableness
as Mr.
believed to be in danger from familiar nacy
Roosevelt.
and you will be pleased. New
ity with the cow, dog, goat or squirrel,
"The relation between M: Roosethe bulletin points to parasitical danProof Annex, every room
bath,,
velt and myself has been one of
gers lurking in these animals.
close and sweet intimacy. It has never been ruffled in the slightest degree
and I do not think that we ever misunderstood each other. Mr. Roose- - I
Ivelt's tastes and mine have not been
the same. In the matter of athletics he takes to those games
No young woman, In the Joy
of more violent than I am suited ip, and
Let Us Cater to Your Wants
coming motherhood, should neglect more violent than I like. He has the
to prepare her system for the physi- strongest literary sense and a power
Edison's Dream Comes True S. G. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
cal ordeal she is to undergo. The of application in reading current
health of both herself and the coming literature that to me is marvelous.
Everywhere in every town more!
For Rates and Full Information Auuress
A Number of
child depends largely upon the care Ke loves the woods: he loves hunt
light lower cost indoors, outdoors, in
Thoroughbred Cockerels
homes, office and factories, on streets,
Q F & P. AGENT,
she bestows upon herself during the ing; he loves life akin to that of the
I don't.
For suie ut
boats.
one
autos
and
pioneer;
Every
trolleys,
EL PASO, TEXAS.
The Fanciest
Mother's Friend
waiting months.
"Mr. Roosevelt never had the educan now have the electric light. Thus
to $3.00
$1.50
prepares the espectant mother's sys- - cation and
Line in Town the fulfillment of Edison's dream Is
practice of a lawyer. His
tem for the coming event, and Its use
ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD
reintense
desire
to
reach
made
practical
by the economy and
maltes ner comfortable during all the
Sweet Cider,Grape Juice lasting possible
of the Edison
endurance
term. It works with and for nature, sults for good has made him at timc3
$3.00 $5.00
restraint, of legal
Mazda Lamp. This lamp is made by,
and by gradually expanding all tis- Impatient of the.
I have been trained
while
Juice
A. Wheelon
a?
methods,
the General Electric company, the
Pineapple
muscles and tendons, involved, a
FOR RHODES
at The Novelty Shop, sues,
lawyer and a judge and am as
electric manufacturers in the
PHONE 204 J
largest
and keeping the breasts in good conNUTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
imbued with the necessity
world, and is sold in this city by
dition, brings the woman to the crisis strongly
for
as
eleven
on
methods
For Fruit Ladders, Step Ladlegal
years
in splendid physical condition. The
the bench are likely to make one; and
ders, Common Ladders, Iron-in- s:
baby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
A. B. GNAGEY
SecCO., try No.
yet, in spite of the difference of
for SW
where
mother
has
the
thus
strong
Tables, Upholstering, prepared herself for nature's supreme method and difference of tempera-- , 'MINCEMEAT PUMPKIN
13 N., Range 9 E.,
tion
14,
Township
ELECTRIC CONTRACTORS
Furniture Repairing and all function. No better advice could ba rr.ent, it is quite remarkable to me,
All Go xls
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Right Prices" Kinds
and we have frequently commented
If you are now using electricity call
of Repair Work. .'. .".
of intention to make final five year
given a young expectant mother than on it to each
other, that we have
up 137 W. and have this company put proof, to establish claim to the land
that she u3 Mother's Friend; it is a been in
15 THE MOTTO OF
104 Galisteo
in our views as to
agreement
Edison Mazdas in the same sockets above described, before H. C. Kinsell,
medicine
has
that
value
its
proven
the results that ought to be obtained
and compare results.
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M in thousands of
at Stanley, N. M., on the 22d day of
in the matter of government and poAll work guaranteed first class.
cases.
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November, 1912.
litical progress, even to details, much
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Claimant names
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men
than
who
other
come
have
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stores.
THE MODERN
drug
Department of the Interior, U .S. Estevan Encinas, of Galisteo, N. M.;
into association with both of us.
Write for free
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct Julio Montoya, of Galisteo, N. M.; An"Mr. Roosevelt's courage in the
book for espect
tonio Villanueva, Galisteo, N. M.; Jose
10, 1912.
I
ant mothers which contains much expression of his convictions
need
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL
Work for the New Mexican. It is valuable information, and many sug- not dwell upon. His real and what
Notice is hereby given that Pino Villanueva. ot Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
who on
Villanueva, of Galisteo, N.
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En
the new state.
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When the Smoke Clears Away

WASHINGTON WAITERS eflND
SICK DAUGHTER
eOOKS GO ON BIG STRIKE
I
NOW WELL
sometimes with rats. Girls complain
Gilson Gardner.)
,

!

When the Shouting Is All Over

(By

!

Washington, Oct. 31. Why hotel
wallers and cooks go on strike is told
in a statement made to your correspondent by three of the hotel employees of the Wiliard hotel now on
strike.
The cook says his grievance is
something like this:
lie has to go to work at 7:30 and
work until 11:30, when ho gets half
an hour for lunch, then returns to
work at 12 noon and works until 2
He is then off three hours,
o'clock.
going on again at 5 o'clock and work-- ;
ing until 8 at. night. On every alternate day he goes to work at 7:30 and
works straight through until 5 o'clock
when he has an hour and a half off,
'and then works from 6:30 to 8:30 at
night, He works 7 days a week. He
gets $70 a month, payable monthly.
Frequently he has to work overtime,
but never has extra pay. The kitchen
is in the basement, where fresh air is
very scarce, and in summer it is not
uncommon for cooks to faint from
heat. There are not enough cooks
employed, and during rush hours the
chef drives his assistants like beasts.
The floor is.deep in grease, and dirt,
'and accidents from slipping and fall- ing against the stoves are not uncom- -

When the Ballots are all Counted!

I

Then You Will Find

that the

CAPITAL TAILOR
will have been elected

without any question.
He will have won over
all his competitors as
being the Best Tailor,
as giving the Best Value for the Money, as
Being Honest in All His
Dealings, and As The
Man Who Will Take
Pleasure In SeeingThat
When You Appear On
the Street You Will Do
So In Style That Will
Be a

CREDIT TO YOURSELF

mon.

!

Side

Nat.

Next to

Plaza,

m

no protection from
insults from men guests in Hie hotel.
is regardIf they complain the nut-ti- t
ed as of more importance than the
maid, and all doubts are resolved in

that they are given

No place is provided for
entertaining visitors. The principal
complaint is against bad food and had
Ills favor.

housing conditions.
The complaint of the waiters is summarized as follows:
He begins work at 0 o'clock in the
morning. For breakfast there are furnished coffee and rolls. At noon a
half hour is given for a meal which
is said to be unfit to eat. Returning
to work, he is on until 3 in the afternoon. He is then off until 5 80 when
he returns and works until 10:30 at
night, without .anything further to
eat. Waiters wages are $2!) a month,
payable monthly. There are fines for
failing to ring the time clock. Waiters are forced to depend largely on
tips, which they regard as degrading
and uncertain. They work seven days
a week.
Serious complaint is made that the
waiters fire, obliged to descend into
the kitchen by a dangerous, slippery
iron stairway and they are obliged to
pass through a pantry when it ia he- ing cleaned by having the floor flood- :

Mrs. C. Cole Tells How Her

Daughter Was Restored to
Health by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Compound.

Fitchville, Ohio. "I take great
in writing to thank you for what your
medicine has done
for my daughter.
"Before taking
your medicine she
was all run down,
suffered from puins
in her side, could not
walk but a short dis-

tance at a time, and

had severe pains in
head and limbs. She
came very near having nervous prostra
tion. She had begun to cough a good
deal and seemed melancholy by spells.
She tried two doctors but got little help.
"I cannot find words to express my
's
gratefulness for what Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound has done for
my daughter. She feels and looks like
another girl since taking it, and I shall
always feel that I owe you a great debt.
"You can use this letter for the benefit of others if you wish, as I shall al
ways recommend your medicines for fe
male troubles.
Mrs, C. Cole, Fitchville, Ohio.
Hundreds of such letters from moththe
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Fe, New Mex.
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our Shoes are so different from the usual
run of Women's Shoes

OUR

PRICES
! ARE
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HIGHER

X

X
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Our Shoes Are Far Better

J

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, X

$4.00 and $5.00

the

Come, see

"

i

X

hand-

some FALL MODELS,
there are new dull and
bright leathers, new
cloth top shoes, new
Velooze Shoes, Suedes

i

and the smart new

i

Tans. Our complete
lineof sizes and widths

'"

MENRY KRICKeh

the at

women tnai
enjoy wearing GOOD
SHOES to our line of
Better Shoes, because

Pink-ham-

,
.....n. im
complaint oi ine ciianinermaius c
presents this situation: She receives and endangering the health of
ers expressing their gratitude for what
$15 a month. She goes to work at waiters. Too few people are employed
to
in the kitchen
hand out the food Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com7:30 in the morning, working on every
pound has accomplished have been refourth or fifth day until 12 noon. On! ana waiters are compelled to wait and ceived by the Lydia E. Pinkham Medifor
their
and
scramble
orders
be
then
!all days she works until the work is
cine Company, Lynn, Mass.
done, whatever time it takes. Each Blamed Dy tne ptiDlic tor nan service
The chief complaint is the long Young Girls, Heed This Advice.
girl is required to do 15 rooms.
Girls who are troubled with painful or
hours
the waiter being practically
7
o'clock
Breakfast is furnished at
periods, backache, headache,
irregular
6
in
on
o'clock
the morning
call from
and consists of a serial, usually burnt
or tainted, with watered milk, coffee until 10:30 o'clock at night, a
or indigestion, should immediately seen
and restoration
or tea, both of which are practically day with no pay for overtime,
to health by taking Lydia E.
off.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
undrinkable, boiled potatoes, tainted never a day
the demand of the strikers are as;
meat, often black and green in apYou could
will begin.
not escape
pearance. For dinner, soup, mostly follows:
The ten hour day for waiters, them, however, should you remain
water and seasoning, often sour, po
lour companion will ne a
tatoes, corn or tomatoes, generally cooks and other male hotel employes. single.
will never
The nine hour day for chamber-- ! u'" llelP nleet flll1
burnt, and tainted, and boiled
soup
meat. Tainted butter and dry bread maids and other female hotel ,Mn. have cause to regret your marriage.
Your life resembles a broad stretch
three times a day, seven days a week. ployes.
Two days off with pay every month of prairie; no elevations of happiness,
The girl is required to look clean and
no vales of sorrow. You will have a
neat and furnish her own uniform. for the men.
Your companion in life
competency.
launoff
One
week
with
no
is
There
pay every
day
place provided for
will ever be true. Your two children
dry work, nor is any clone for her. for the women.
to
will be a comfort and pleasure
Increase in wages amounting to 15
There is no provision for illness. The
you.
cent.
maids are lodged outside the hotel and per
You will know much of
ocean
are compelled to sleep three and four Wages to be paid weekly instead of and your wealth will come the
from the
in a room, and in many instances the monthly, as at present.
sea.
You will visit many
foreign
rooms are infested with vermin and
Improved sanitary conditions.
coasts, but will settle eventually in
One
of your children will
Oregon.
be an honor to his country.
HALLOWEN FORTUNES FOR YOUR 'HAUNTED The busy thoroughfares of a city
will see much of you and your work.
HOUSE" PARTY.
You will never marry, but your life
will be happier and more useful than
i

The Capital Tailor
Bank
Firt
of
East
-

e
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THURSDAY,

and our
EXPERT

SHOE

SERVICE

enable us to place a
"Just-Righ- t"

Shoe on

every Woman's Foot!

PFLUEGER'S
The
Expert Shoers.

V

most.

Early in life your business will
take you from door to door. Later
your business will come to you. You
AND
havp already met vour companion in
life and will be wedded one year from
today. Your life will be a happy one
lit' you do your share to make it so.
A part of your life will be spent
oi. an island where privations will be
forgotten in the face of your future
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
husband. Your later years will be
Land
D
S.
V.
the
of
S.
U.
Interior,
Department
Department or the Interior,
one
Oct.
long happiness and health.
New
Mex.,
at
Office
Santa
Fe,
Land Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Be true to yourself. Success in life
10, 1912.;
October 21, 1912.
Make
Walter
on your own efforts.
is
that
Notice
given
hereby
depends
that
Epitacio
is
Notice
hereby given
to
slow
Be
New
of
friends.
who,
Mexico,
Santa
and
on
Fe,
many
Kraul,
keep
who,
Salaz, of Cuba, New Mexico,
Hold- on October 25, 1909, made Homestead
marry. lie eager to work.
.
, 191., made Small
Music is your forte. Your whole
Entry No. 011996 for Lots 4, 5 and 6
for SW
ing rlaim No.
life will be devoted to it. You will
of Section 6, Township 16 N., Range
S
N
NE
SE
N
NE
10 E., and on March 26, 1912, made;
travel from door to door with a hand-W
NE
NV
NE
SE
016512
No.
homestead
and monkey.
additional
entry
organ
NE
SE
W
NE
NE
Denver & Rio Grande
above occasion
For
You will keep a peanut stand while
for Lot 1 of Section 1, Township 16
NE
NE
SE
SE
NE
to
M.
9
P.
Meridian.
N.
will
runs
a
N.,
cobbler's
husband
E.,
sliop.
E
Range
Albuquerque and
your
protect
NE
NE
NE
SW
filed notice of intention to make
has
will both be thrifty and happy.
You
3,
shown below.
Section
of
NW
NE
SE
three-yea- r
claim
to establish
Your children will be above your staTownship 21 N., Range 1 W., and the to the landProof,
above described, before
tion and do honor to your name.
SE
S
SE
SE
SW
Fare
Dates of Sale
You will receive a large legacy
From
of Section 34, Township Register or Receiver, IT. S. Land Of
SE
SW
$20.75
Nov. 3, 4, 5,
AZTEC, N. M
within the year, will marry happily,
Doncro 1 w New Mexico Prin- - j.fice, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the
10.45
Nov. 5, 6
"ivroririim has filed notice of
ANTONITO, COLO
and outlive most of your friends.
day of November, 1912,
13.65
Nov. 4, 5
M
Crisas
N.
names
Claimant
witnesses:
next
ten
will
For
the
CHAMA,
estabto
years
yours
final
proof,
tention to make
19.00
Nov. 4, 5
be a checkered life, made of sunshine
DURANGO, COLO
lish claim to the land above described, tobal Garcia, Licolas Griego, Crespin
6.80
6
Nov.
M
5,
ol
N.
all
Gallegos,
EMBUDO,
He
and
Padilla,
and
Eustaquis
failure.
shadow, Buccess
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Com5.8i
Nov. 5, 6
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
will come along within that time, howESPANOLA, N. M
on
Mexico,
New
at
Cuba,
missioner,
21.45
Nov. 3, 4, 5
MANUEL R. OTERO.
FARMINGTON, N. M
ever, and the sunshine and success
the 9th day of December, 1912.
17.7C
Nov. 4, 5
iei
COLO
will
failIGNACIO,
overshadow
shadow
Regi
and
the
Claimant names as witnesses:
14.90
Nov. 4, 5
N. M
LUMBERTON,
ure.
Ebudigen Gurule, of La Jara,
14.b0
5
Nov.
4,
M
NOTICE
FOR
N.
PUBLICATION.
MONERO,
PLACE CARDS FOR HALLOWEEN.
Hilario Lucero, of Cuba, New
12.35
Nov. 4, 5,
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
OSIER, COLO
Mexico ; J. J. Salazar, of Cuba, New
Unique place cards for a Halloween
15.95
Nov. 4, 5
COLO
New Mexico,
of
PAGOSA
JUNCTION,
Sanchez,
Kennedy,
Nev
of
A.
E.
Cuba,
Miera,
Mexico;
party may be fashioned out of green
8.20
Nov. 5, 6,
N. M
Home-- !
on
5,
March
made
1909,
who,
SERVILLETA,
Mexico.
or orange-colorepaper in the shape
for
No.
stead
Application
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of a four-lea- f
clover. Across the top
'
SW.
and Lot 3, Section B,.i
of each a quotation suited to the ocRegister. S.
Township 13 North, Range 9 East, New
casion may be written. For instance:
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
"Fame is revenue payable only to
final
S.
to
of
intention
make
notice
U.
our ghosts."
Department of the Interior,
to
the land
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mex., proof, to establish claim
"Hang those who talk of fear."
above described, before Register and
Oct. 15, 1912.
j "He knew
by the streamers that shot
Notice is hereby given that Floren-ci- Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
so bright
of
Mex
Gtli
New
of
on
New
the
Fe,
Mexico,
Sanchez,
Kennedy,
day
That spirits were riding the northern
ico, who, on August 24, 1908, made December, 1912.
JOHNNIE'S HALLOWE'EN DREAM.
light."
Homestead Entry No.
witnesses:
Claimant names as
feature of the milk on the paper heats it turns brown "Many ghosts and forms of fright
The fortune-tellinSW
Lots 5 and 6, Section Florencio Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
for E
jjy.ioasQ.rC
I
Have started from their grave tonight;
r,rtv mnst not he and can be easily read. Try the
6, Township 13 North, Range 9 East, Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of i,,to,i
"tUM
AMERICAN
(ffih
mine
flH
from
have
driven
to
17;
sleep
They
Never would have happened
New Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed Kennedy, New Mexico.
forgotten. Arrange for one of the scheme before you give your party
eyes
away.
works.
be
sure
it
to
is
three-who
your
to
make
plan
helping you
'
notice of intention
girls,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
. '"Unhand
occasion-witchme, gentlemen!
partv, to dress up in the guise of a The surprise and pleasurewill be am- year Proof, to establish claim to the
Register.
By heaven, I'll make a ghost of him
little
deception
This need not be extravagant, ed by this
land above described, before Register
that lets me."
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ivQ5V fl fUESfil'
The old roof has midiienly sprung a
but jt should be as grotesque as she pie pay for the trouble it took to carry
or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at;
111
leakSoon many dollars worth of carpets
swift dragons cut the clouds
hIKJ S
V. S. can make it. Beg an iron pot from It out.
"Night's
of
Blt45s5aIJ
the
Interior,
on
Department
6th
the
New
Mexico,
day!
Santa Fe,
aiiifiirniture mabeuinrdndniewUI
rlfntr
lL
WMStSwSjfip U
full
Mex-fast,
at
Office
New
Land
FORTUNES,
Santa
Fe,
caldron.'
for
"witch's
the
kitchen
1912.
the
of December,
in
NMiniBll
less
I
the
I
have
cost
INGwould
:
rir,tplace.
harbin-And
shines
Aurora's
yonder
1912.
15.
Oct.
and
fortunes
a
sticks
ico,
III
iSet ud three gnarled
hang; Here nre few Halloween
Claimant names as witnesses:
Nails and cement for laying free. Un- SfSSSlS'
By
13
ger;
excelleded also as a sidinc Ask (or free
Vig!s!Sj,l'C
Notice is hereby given that Frutosc the caldron from them. A simulated given as a suggestion:
DAAriMfl
Pablo Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
A
booklet describing AKCOTILE orna- Kl
kv2r
KUUHriU
whose
At
approach ghosts, wand'ring
fire can be effected by the use of! vnn win mnvrv while still young;
Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of Gallegos, of Cerrillos, Nev Mexico,
here and there,
and a candle wh'ch burns inside !0f giYer an(j gold yoti will have more'
who. on May 20, 1908. made Home-'twig- s
Kennedy, New Mexico.
A- - WINDSOR,
BivJ ID''
roop home to church yards."
for NE.a pumpkin.
stead Entry No.
:than enough. You will travel exten-i'MANUEL R. OTERO,
Other forms of invitation which
Section 22, Township 14 North,
when the fortunes are to be told sively, see a great deal of society ana
Register.
may be used for a Halloween party
Range 8 East, N. M. P. Meridian, haseach guest may be led into the witch's the world.
are:
make
filed
devoid
notice
of
of
intention
room
to
to
serve
PUBLICATION.
FOR
NOTICE
any trimmings
others,
haunt'a
jt win be your fate
The Misses
request the
final proof, to establish claim to and where the light is very dim. The ut y0ur cauine will be a high one.
No. 09703.
pleasure of your company at their
Department of the Interior, U. & the land above described, before Reg-- caldron should be filled with little you wju never suffer from want or Halloween party, October Ml, L12, at, "
PUBLICATION.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M Sept ister or Receiver, U. S. Land Oilice at slips of paper on which the fortunes hunger and many will bless you.
NOT,CE
Gonzale3
7 o'clock.
Salvador
Please come prepared to
Albjno
Santa Fe, Naw Mexico, on th-- j 5th have been previously written.
24, 1912.
Your career will be brilliant any tell a
of
the
oceas-Interior,
;
N. M.
to
the
all
of
Department
Glorieta,
Gonzales,
story
appropriate
A
SCHEME.
CLEVER
E.
is
1912.
You
of
have
Notice
great ion.
December,
day
,
hereby given that
many will envy you.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Claimant names
as
witnesses:
Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
Instead of writing the fortunes in genuis, but are inclined to be selfish
(
Sept. 11, 1912.
Register.
Signed
on April 20, 1909, made Homestead Juan Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres, ink write them with milk. Then let Remember the fate of Napoleon and
If you are going to have a sheet
.
Is hereby given that Andres
Notice
4,
Lots
2,
3,
No.
1,
for
it.
09703,
of
fold
ruin
Julian
Pablo
all
not
and
Eventually
of
(let
ambition
you.
Garcia,
each slip
Sanchez,
Entry
paper dry
and pillowcase party write this sort G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who,
Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 N.. Kennedy. New Mexico. 4
H M Beatty, Little RocK, Arte.,
Keep one side of the caldron for the you will become wealthy, but there is of an Invitation:
M.
has
9
to
P. Meridian,
climb before you ..f.'r.u TOA4.. n .1
ap- - Isays:
"For the past two years I suf- MANUEL R. OTERO,
E., N.
homestead
made
Range
on
9,
fortunes of the girls and the other for; a long, steep hill
1907,
Sept
ll.,ltn,..a
T...
, ...
mio nru, aim Jant",
v,aA
cal-- ; reach the
filed notice of Intention to make 3
J.auvo;
the
of
the
those
boys.
goal.
Separate
Register.
j
plication 04786, No. 11988, tor s
night
'
a
of
be
will
in
life
over
and
across
back
into two parts with a piece of
Your
year Proof, to establish claim to the
dron
my
4
occupation
pains
JN lspptlnn
oHi i.i
ill receive, all who come, at the'Nfci
Wm. A. Allen, Cnacon,
Mex.,
f. that almost meant death to my
land above described, before Register
me
When the milk is mercantile nature. You will always
cardboard.
P.
M.
shaped
N.
11
hips
15
E,
N.,
Range
Township
password, "In White."
iflnd nlentv to do. More than one pub- or Receiver, U. S Land Office, Santa writes: "My wife had a cough that rfrv the writine will not show.
umeo.
wC11 b.uUu
or
uCu
ui
intention
notice
filed
has
A a
to nroaontorl with hia Ho incritutlnn will ho inrlehtpd to vonr So grant us vour presence and find Meridian,
a
Fe, New Mexico, on the 15th day ol nearly choked her to death, the worst
tn make final five year proof, to es- kidney remedies, but got no relief un- I ever saw. We tried everything we f
' out JOUT fate,
ua Jl.
vonl. dio
and fiaofl
Ihu
- ' D whole
. . ...
... . I J ' When
nhilantlipnnliv
November, 1912.
1 1' "
11. V. tiana,
1U1 IU11C Uj nnnna
.J..J
rialm to the land above de-- til. I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
j.lll.U.l
Enchantment
at
the
did
could
think
of
but
no
her
begins
chiming
good. a blank.
Claimant names as witnesses:
His expression will be city will mourn your loss. Few sor
before the Register or Re-- ; I can truthfully say made me a sound
of
scribed,
eight."
George S. Tweedy, Charles A. Ser By good luck I happened to get a bot, blank, too. until you tell him to go rows and much happiness are iu
Santa Fe, N. M., on Nov. and well man." For sale by all drugat
ceiver
(Your address)
ingo, T. P. Delgado, Damasio Moo tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com-- back t0 the others, get a candle, hold store for you and yours
16. 1912.
gists.
at
and
once.
M.
her
N.
it
It
helped
pound
tcya, all of Santa Fe,
it beneath the slip of paper and watch It is your lot to bear other people's New Mexican want ads.
New Mexican want ads. always
Claimant names as witnesses:
. MANUEL R. OTERO.
Is the best cough medicine I ever the witch's prophesy come to
always
burdens. In a few years you will
light.
returns.
Andres
Gonzales
Juan
bring
y
Roybal,
returns.
Register. heard of." For sale by all druggists.
The secret of this is that as the be married and then your troubles bring

Fine

Domestic

and

Imported

Wines,

Liquors

CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

Annual Convention
NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
November 7th, 8th and 9th, 1912
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(Ralph De Palma, greatest automobile road racer in the I'nlted States,
winner of the Vanderbilt cup, was
ioualy injured in the Grand Prix, at
Milwaukee, while trying' to pass Caleb
Brace, on the last lap. His car crash- el into Bragg"s, was thrown from the
road and overturned. De Palma's abdomen was punctured and lie was
otherwise injured. Shortly after the
race the Daily New Mexican published a wonderful photograph taken from
an aeroplane, showing De Palma in
his giant racer, Xo. 2, on the last lap,
just before the collision. This humorous story, written by the Italian speed
demon, gives his sensations as he was
wheeled about the streets of Milwaukee, in an invalid's chair, the first day
he was permitted to leave the hospital. Editor.)

g

first-floo-

j

j

Vice-Preside-

j

...

geant-at-arm-

I

s

!"

j

'

-

PlJ5!-!CATI0-

,

-

.......

OX THE HOME
MACHIXE,
STRETCH, WITH MRS. DE PALMA AT THE WHEEL.
I turned toward the starting line. 1 There was only one fly in the ointran too close to the gutter and my ment. There was not enough lubriwife cautioned me to be more careful. cant on the right wheel. I could feel
At last I was on the line waiting it bind. There was no time to stop
for the word that would send me spin- now. It was get there or bust. At
ning down the narrow strip of cement Museum turn I stopped a few seconds
to the dangerous.
Museum turn at for a "parting word" adjustment with
Xinth street and Grand avenue. At some friends and then shot away on
my right in the distance I could make the Grand avenue stretch. At the Liout the Deutscher club between forest brary turn I skidded a trifle, but the
branches on the plateau at my left, lost time was made up on the long;
In majestic massiveness, stood the downgrade Eighth street stretch. One
Calumet club. Almost directly In front more turn and I would be in sight of
of me rose that great structure of the finish line.
stone the public museum.
It was rather upgrade that home
And then with the crack of the stretch, and I put on all power. In a
starting exclamation I was off. The few minutes I could see the cheering
car was acting finely. Quickly it crowd in the corner grandstand. A
gathered speed and in a second we minute late and I was across the
were shooting along at a mile a day. line, a winner.
DE PALMA IX HIS

allowances or divisions of through
rates. If the order should be held
valid, it will mean a loss of about
$2,000,000 a year to the tap lines.

Foreign Newspapers, and $10,000 was
paid to each of two advertising agen-

cies.

MONEY POURS
INTO CAMPAIGN
OF TWO PARTIES

'

Why Have "Wcrves?w

to !rcw
This is the reason why women have " nerves." When thoughts begin are"
sent
ol pain and distress
cloudy and uncertain, impulses lag and the warnings
frame, straightway, nine times in ten, a
like flying messages throughout limbs and some
defect at the point where she first
woman will lay the cause of the trouble to
of irritability or twitching and
felt it Is it a headache, a backache, a sensation
a
uncontrollable nervousness, something- must be wrong with the head or back,
trouble very often centers m the
woman naturally. says, but all the tim- of ihe real
x
ten the seat of the difficulty is here, and a
i
i..
oacM nnf
inflam- woman should take rational treatment for its cure. The local disorder and
and
be
should
treated
sex
the
of
steadily
organs
delicate
the
of
special
mation

systematically.
Dr. Pierce, during a long period of practice, found that o prescription maan
.
from medicinal extracts ot native roots.witnoui me uu ui wiuuui, his
private prao- After using this remedy for many years in
per cent, of such cases.
make it
tice he put it up in form of Dr. Pierw's Favorite Prescriphon, thatarewould
handled.
easily procurable, and it can be had at any store where medicines
" I had been failing in health
Mas. Ln.A 15. II wk!N'r. of Zens, Va.,
of th.i time was not able to attend to my hmiseholu untie.,
for two years-m- ost
tor
very bad but. that.Ks o
Female weakness was my trouble- and I was getting
only three IkiUIos of
mnrlclnes, I am well and strong atruin. I took havo
but
praise for
nothing
Prescription,' and us.t the 'Lotion Tablets.' I
u--

Pierce's wonderful medicines."

PLEASANT PELLETS FOR LIVER ILLS.

A Columbus,

Ohio, photograph-

er was paid $4,336 for photographs.
The total expenditures covered by the
report were $128,309.
The bulk of expenditures of the
democratic national committee covered by the supplemental
report is
shown to have been devoted to state
organizations. The largest sum was
$50,000, given to Arthur A. McLean,
of New York. To James Coffey, chairman at Yankton, S. Dak., $10,000; to
John F. Shafroth and C. S. Thomas of
Denver $5,000; George T. Bradley
$4,000 and C. H. Tavenner $2,000. Rudolph Spreckles got $5000 for
'

SHERMAN

'

DIES

SLEEP.

(Continued from page one).

13254-0572-

11-

'

.

'

h

d

Mexico

Educational
Association

ALBUQUERQUE,
and

,

-

"Done at the city of Washington,
this thirty-firs- t
day of October, in
the lear of our Lord, one thousand
nine hundred and twelve and of the
independence of the United States
.
the one hundred and
"WILLIAM n. TAFT.
(Seal.)
"By the President:
"ALVAX A. ADEE, Acting Secretary of State."
thirty-seventh-

the
last Sunday that intimations began to dent any divine right to
be received of his extremely critical will of the peopfe expressed with due
condition. Always averse to public deliberation in orderly fashion and
nctice. the vice president's
family through the forms of law. We pro
seemed to shrink, especially from all gressives hold that the words of the!
publication concerning his physical Declaration of Independence as given
condition.
effect to by Washington and as conEven when Dr. Janeway, the New strued and
by Abraham Lin
York specialist, came to visit him Oc- coln are to applied
be accepted as real and
tober 20, he was enabled to come and nnt an pmntv nhrnses. We helieve
go without attracting public attention, that in
very truth( this , a govern.
The
physicians have ment by the people themselves; that
been aware, however, for the past fort- the constitution is
theirs; that the
night that the malady had made rapid courts are theirs, that all the governof
all
and
them
feared
that
headway
mental agents and agencif s re theirs.
ic soon must end fatally.
j
We believe that all true leaders of the
Dr. Peck, who has been in constant
j
stand for right- must
people
attendance on Mr. Sherman, has had eousness and fearlessly must
fearlessly
honesty;
yttle hope for him for weeks. He,! tell the people what justice and honor
however, was not without hope of demands. But we no less strongly in,
Postponing ine nnaUtv so ,one as it sist that it is for the people themwas possible to induce the kidneys to
selves finally to decide all questions
perform any considerable portion of
policy and to have their detheir natural functions. When they of public
cision made effective.
,
failed in
he
this respect,
frauklj
In the platform formulated by the
ea that the end could not be long post-itparty we have set forth
poned- - Not until yesterday morning, progressive
and specifically our faith in
clearly
1)e
did
to
Dec0me
ad
nowevel.(
willing
mit that his patient's life was meas- - every vital point at issue before thispeople. We have declared our posiover-rid-

stat-Pierce-

4

can-jes-

he became so ill that for a time his
life was despaired of. When, however, he returned to Utica, the lower
altitude and the agreeable surroundings had the effect of rapidly reviving him.
Gradually his trips down town grew,
less frequent and he scarcely hadlTHE MAN BEHIND THE GUN
IS THE REAL MAN IN WAR.
been seen outside of his own residence since his appearance in the pub
lie park here in August to make re(Continued from page one).
sponse to the official notification of
for the vice presi- is the people's. We recognize in
his
dency. It was not, however, until neither court nor congress nor presi-

;

N.

4

fixed.
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the

shacks

they
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TAKE

Chimneys

every
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Washington, D. C, Oct. 31. Contributions amounting to
$133,655.92
were received by republican national
headquarters last week, according to
a supplemental report filed today witn
the clerk of the house by George R.
Sheldon, treasurer of the republican
national committee. The report is in
compliance with the statute requiring
supplemental reports six days after
the first report.
During the last six days the demoreceived
cratic national committee
contributions amounting to $136,6SS.72
BRESNAHAN IS
and borrowed $40,000, according to a
RELEASED TODAY supplemental report filed today on behalf of the democratic national com- St. Louis, Oct. 31. Roger Bresna- mittee with the clerk of the house of
During this period
fco
it
nnnnnnrprt tndav. re- - representatives.
ceived last Tuesday, hi notice of un the total expenditures amounted to
conditional release as manager from $265,453.20.
Campaign contributions to both the
the St. Louis National League Baseball club. Unless one of the other republican and democratic national
Bcven National league clubs put in a committee crawled along toward the
claim for his services by November 7, $1,000,000 mark during the last week.
Fresnahan will be a free agent.
Supplemental reports filed today
with the clerk of the house of repre- TAP LINES LOSE MONEY.
sentatives show that since the first
D. C, Oct. 31. The in-- : ports were made about a week ago,
terstatc commerce commission late the total republican contributions have
today amended its original order in been increased to $744,688 and the
the "tap line" case, in such a way as democratic contributions to $815,052.

lector

Without

contractors'

j

-

Berlin, Oct. 31. France wins the
Gordon Bennett international balloon
trophy, regardless of the performances
of the Dusseldorf and the Isle ue
France, which have not yet reported.
Most of these has been disqualified
and even should the He de France
surpass the record flight of the
the prize will still be carried
off by the French.
It is thought probable that the
American balloon Uncle Sam will get
second place.
Nothing has been heard since Sunday of the Dusseldorf, carrying the
American aeronauts John Watts and
A. T. Atherholt, nor of the French
balloon He de France carrying Alfred Le Blanc and anxiety concerning them is beginning to manifest

-

builders'

$40,-00-

IN BALLOON

Houses

Seven months ago in this city, almost at the beginning of the present
campaign I spoke as follows:
"The leader for the time being,
whoever he may be, is but an instrument to be used until broken and then
to be east aside; and if he is worth
his salt he will care no more when
he is broken than a soldier care?
when he is Bent where his lifo s
forfeit in order that the victory may
be won. In the long light - for
righteousness, the watchword for all
of us is spend and be spent. It is
of little matter whether anyone man
laiis or succeeds; but, the cause shall
not fail, for it is the cause of mankind. We here in America hold in
our hands" the hope of the world; the
fate of the coming years; and shame
and disgrace will be our!s if in our
eyes the light, of high resolve is dimmed; if we trail in the dust the golden
hopes of men."
Friends, what 1 said then I say
never was ' a
now. Surely, there
greater opportunity than ours. Surely
there never was a fight better worth
making than this. I believe we shall
win, but win. or lose, I am glad be- yond measure that I am one of the
many who in this fight have stood
ready to spend and be spent, pledged
to fight while life lasts the great fight
for righteousness and for brother-- I
hood and for the welfare of man-- I

ured by hours. Having worked wilh-- j
I
out avail the greater part of the night
before to induce action by the kid- neys, Dr. Peck took the first oppor-- ;
see them
tunity to make known to the family
the
and to all other inquirers the actual
condition confronting him.
and
Now that Mr. Sherman is gone the
fact is recalled that he was almost as
much concerned in the promotion of
I
j clean sports as he was in the develop-temporary buildment of business interests. He was
ings for
especially noted as a baseball "fan"
sort of purpose.
and he would suspend business any
Almost invariatime to see a good game. Ill as he was
are
series
at the time of the recent world's
bly
in
was played, he displayed especial In-- !
comfortable
and
warm
kept
terest in that event. lie had bulletins
the
weather
cold
by
telephoned him indicating the prog-- ,
ress of each game. Loyally partial to
New York, the
express-- i
Wherever fured deep regret when the Giants fell,
or ordinary
naces
AVashington, D. C, Oct. 31. Presl-- j
cannot be used,
stoves
dent Taft will leave AVashington lat'j
or wh. rever ordinary heat is not sufficient there you
tomorrow for Utica to attend the fun-- j
find neM for one of these handy Perfection Heaters.
eral of
Sherman. The
If you've a house without a chimney, or a cold .
president will go on a private car and
will be accompanied' by some of his
spare room, or a balky furnace, you will appreciate the
Perfection Heater.
aides and secretaries. AVhat cabinet
officers wilf go had not been deter-- :
Made with nickel trimmings (plain steel or enameled turquoise-blu- rLasts for years.
Ornamental.
Inexpensive.
drums).
mined when the president began mak- kind.
Easily moved from place to place. At dealers everywhere.
ing his arrangements.
Air. Taft will probably not return to
THE DAWN OF A NEW DAY.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Washington until after election, but
San Diego, Calif., Oct. 31.
Puablo,
Albuquerque,
Dnvr,
will go directly from Ttica lo New
Butte. Boise, bait Lake City.
Government wireless operators
Chyeao,
York, stopping over Sunday and leav- at the Point Loma station here
ing for Cincinnati in time to vote
overheard last night messages
there Tuesday morning.
from Captain Hughes, of the
ser-- j
Colonel Daniel S. Uansdell,
Des
Moines at Vera Cruz, MexAVe
of the senate, at the di- - tion on the m,sts al,d on tne tarlff: who has honestly won success.
ico, and also from stations at
pooAmerican
believe
the
that
rection of Senator Bacon, today began ion the machinery for securing genuine firmly
Guantanamo, Cuba; Colon, Pana
PPulal
f.nimem; on uie memo.. pie ask only, justice; justice eaU for
ma; Pensacola, Fla., and from a
making arrangements for the funeral. !of
meeting the needs of the farmer; of himself and justice each for all oth-- ;
It was the plan to have the senate
Russian station at Petropavlovsk,
business-manin
ers.
are
wickedness
who
man
nnd
the
of
They
against
attend in a body, but it will be im. the
X Siberia. Two messages were also
'
or rich men and poor men alike. They
V intercepted from a steamer
possible for the far western members toils wiUl nid llanfls' in ,,le niine
the railroad, in tno factory or the are against lawless and murderous X bound from Havana to New
to cross the continent in time.
as
are
ue
a
is
Ilot
violence, exactly
against X York. Captain Hughes' message
Th,"'e
they
promise
The senate will take charge of the snPBfuneral and bear the nave made wlli' n auuot be kept, the sordid materialism which seeks X was directed to the big station at
There is not a promise we have made wealth by trickery and cheating,
expense, as it does for a senator.
Arlington and stated that condi-tions were quiet at Vera Cruz.
Flags udoii the White House, the! that will net be kept. Our platform whether on a large or a small scale.
dome of the capitol and government is a covenant with the; people of the They wish to deal honestly and in
United States, and if we are given good faith with all men. They recogNOtlCE FOR
buildings were at half mast today.
need is
Shortly after noon President Taft the power, we will live up to that nize that the prime national
of the Interior U. S.
Department
for honesty; honesty in public life and Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M Oct.
signed a formal proclamation announc- covenant in letter and in spirit.
We know that there are in life in- in private life; honesty in business 29, 3912.
death. It foling the
in politics; honesty in the broad
lows:
Notice is hereby given that Georsj
justices which we are powerlegs to and
and
est
deepest significance of the S. Tweedy, of Santa Fe, X. M., who,
we
there
also
know
that
"To the People of the United remedy, b;:t
on February 19, 1908, made Homeis much injustice which can be rem word.
States:
for XE
stead Entry. No.
to
are
We
to
we
intend
edied
this
rep
and
progressives
injustice
trying
"James
Schoolcraft
Sherman.
SE
Lots 2 and 4,
NE
of the United States remedy. We know that fhe long path resent what we know to be the high SE
t
ideals, and the deepest and most Section 3, Township 16 X., Range 9
died at his home in Utica, N.' Y., leading upward toward the light
has filed notice
at 9:42 o'clock on the evening of j not be traversed at once or in a day intimate convictions of the plain men E., X. M. P. Meridian, three-year
to
of
intention
Final
make
men
of
or
and
the
or
are
certain
In
a
but
30.
in
good
women;
there
1932.
October
his dpatii the
year
to
to
establish
the lan1
claim,
Proof,
nation has lost one of its most - steps that can be taken at once, women who work for the home and above
described, before Register or
lustrlous citizens and one of its These we intend to take. When, hav- - within the home. Our people work
U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Receiver,
not
do
wish
we
hard
and
shall
most efficient and faithful servants. ing taken these first steps
faithfully; they
X; M., on the 11th day of Decern-her- ,
Fe,
Elected at an early age to the see more clearly how to walk still to shirk their work. They must feel
1912.
sake;.;.(--- " Claimant names as witnesses:
mayorship of his native city, the further with a bolder stride. We do pride in the work for the work's
the
work.
must
for
bread
be
there
continued confidence of his com- not intend to attempt the impossible. but
Cha8 A siring0
Samuel Fallot,'
munity was shown by his election But there is much, very much, that is There must be a time for play when Wm. Thomas, Benito Romero, all of
for ten terms as a representative in possible in the way of righting wrong the men and women are young. Santa Fe, X. M.
the national congress. As a legis- - land remedying injustice; and all that When they grow old there must be
MANUEL R. OTERO,
lator he at once took and retained is possible we intend to do. We
the certainty of rest under ponditjpns .
Register.
rank and displayed such attri-jtento strike doWn "privilege; ""to free from the haunting teYrdr" of "ubutes of upright and wide states- - equalize opportunity; to wrest justice tter poverty. We believe that no life
New
manship as to commend him to the (from the hands that do injustice; to is worth anything unless it is a life
people of the United States for the hearten and strengthen men and of labor and effort and endeavor.
second highest office within their women for the hard battle of life. We
We believe in the joy that, comes
stand shoulder to shoulder in a spirit with work; for he who labors best
gift.
"As presiding officer of the senate, of real brotherhood, we recognize no is really happiest. We must shape
he won the respect and esteem of difference of class, creed or birthplace. conditions so that no one can own
alt tor nis tairness and impartiality. We recognize no sectionalism.
Our the spirit of the man who loves his
His private life was noble and good. appeal is made to the easterner no task and gives the best there is in
His general disposition and attrac-jles- s
than to the westerner. Our ap-- him to that task: and it matters not
Nov. 7, 8
9.
tiveness of character endeared him peal Is made to the southerner no less whether this man reaps and sows and
to all whose privilege it was to know than to the northerner.
We appeal to wrests his livelihood from the rugged
him. His devotion to the best in-- j the men who wore the gray
just as reluctance of the soil, or ' whether
terests of his native land will sn-- j we appeal to the men who wore the with hand or brain he plays his part
dear his memory to his fellow couii-- ! blue. We appeal to the sons of the in the tremendous industrial activities
trymen.
nu.n wn0 followed Iee, no less than of our
cities. We are striving
m icspeui to uis memorj, aim to the sons of the men wno followed to meetgreat
the needs of all these men,
the eminent and various services of 'Grant; for the memory of the great and to meet them in such fashion that
this high official and patriotic pub deeds of both is now part of the com- all alike shall feel the bond of comONE AND
FARE
lie servant, I direct that on the day mon heritage of honor which belongs mon
where
from
each
works
for
round
all
brotherhood,
trip
points
of the funeral the executive offices to all our people, wherever they dwell, hard for himself and for those dear-W- e in New Mexico
and from Trinof the United States shall be closed
to him and yet feels that he must
idad and El Paso.
firmly believe that the Ameri-jes- t
and all posts and stations of the can
feel hostility to no man also think of his brothers rights, be- Tickets on sale November 4
people
naarmy and navy shall display the
8 inclusive.
to
Final Return
tional (lag at half mast and that the
13.
November
Limit,
of
the
United
States
representatives
- I..-- . .
- nm
m
ATTENDANCE MEANS
in foreign countries shall pay apPLEASURE AND PROFIT
propriate tribute to the illustrious
T T T
dead for a period of thirty days.
Very convenient train service
. Typewriters which re"In witness whereof, I have herein each direction.
unto set my hand and caused the
of
the
hand
settings
quire
Excellent hotels and boardseal of the United States to be afj

will enable the tap lines to appeal to In addition to that the democratic
the commerce court for' relief. The national committee has borrowed
order declares a majority of the tap
The largest single republican ex
lines not common carriers and not en- penditure was $10,000. That sum was
titled to receive from the trunk lines paid to the American Association of

SKV PILOTS
ARE MISSING

er's keeper.

YOU

(By Ralph De Palma.)

Milwaukee, Oct. 31. Never will I
forget that wild Mde!
From my window In Trinity hospital I could see the weather was probably the basis for much conventional
conversation. It was perfect.
I had been informed by my nurse
that all was in readiness for my first
ride since the day of the Grand Prize
when 1 left my car in
the ditch.
, w v.
It was a different 'machine, however,
that I was to drive this afternoon. The
fjiower was not as great, and there
no clutch levers to shift, or
to adjust.
To be frank there was more comfort
mathan speed in the
chine that stood just outside my room
door.
. I felt no pain and was buoyed by
the promise that I would leave the
hospital for good in a few days.
Shorly before 3 my wife, who acted
as mechanician, ran the car beside my
bed.
I climbed in after an inspection of
the tires and away we shot into the
hall at a mile a week. Everything
was working fine. I was sure my
would win.
1 guided the smooth-runninmass
of wood and steel to the elevator that
took us to the level of the course. In
r
a few minutes we were in the
hall the entrance to the almost
perfect speedway outside. AVe rounded Hospital Entrance turn and drove
directly to the pits, where some conversational inspection, an interview
adjustment and a few photographical
repairs were made.
The sun was bathing the asphalt
and brick building landscape in a glorious flood of color. I was nervous
at first, but when I got my hands on
the wheel I was as cool as if I had
been in a
machine.
air was so clear and the track
; The
so dustless that I decided not to wear
goggles.
"After chatting with newspaper men

"ife-

31, 1912.

cause he is, in very truth that broth-

m

RALPH DE PALMtVS OWN STORY OF HIS FIRST RACE SINCE THE GRAND
AT MILWAUKEE
PRIX SMASH-U- P

OCTOBER

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

FOUR

e

carriage in order to reach
the starting point of any
line are now
out-of-dat-

e.

have been

ren-

They
dered obsolete by the

Column
Selector
the
of

Remington
Typewriter

The Column Selector of the Model 10 Remington
selects the exact point in each line where the writing is to begin not by a step to step movement
of the carriage not by tedious hand adjustments
but by the automatic response of the carriage to the
pressure of a single key.
In ordinary letter writing, the position for writing
the date, the address, the first line of each paragraph,
"Yours truly," and addressing the envelopes is
reached instantly, the hands of the operator never
leaving the keyboard
The time saving? Figured on the basis of the
operator's wages, it amounts to enough in a short
time to pay for thernachine.

Reduced Fare,
ONE-FIFT-

ing houses in Albuquerque.
For exact fare from here apply to
H.S.LlTZ.Agt, SANTA FE.N.JW.
WILLIAM

FARAH

EJHIL MIGNARD0T

THE

Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

thirst!

Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles !
A

1

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

IMPORTED
and DOMESTIC
255

San Francisco St.

r fi
I

A

DC

Phone 239 W

Cyclev
Pope Motor
Horse Power
4

PRICE, $165.00

With Imported Magneto.

Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory.

Send for our illustrated booklet describing the many
labor saving features of the Remington Visible Models

Company
Remington Typewriter
(lacorporatn

o

1645

Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.

LIGHT 8IL ENT AND BELI4HLK.

PASH BROS, Agts., Santa Fe

OCTOEER

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

31, 1912.
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Fciahlichprf

Incorporated
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SCENERY AT

Are,

Correct

MILLINERY

CATHE

THE FINEST LINE OF

W.

LADIES' SUITINGS and DRESS GOODS
EVER SHOWN IN SANTA FE.
Let us show you the beautiful Broadcloth Suitings in
new colors. You will find them pleasing,
and they work up handsomely.

MtM

the
v

Coats $20.00 up
n

e

ir

HiS.
w w w wwibii

I.nMPAN

In Wool, Half Wool and Down
Blankets from $ .75 to $9.00 a pair
Comforters from $1.75 to $15.00 each

JULIUS H. GERDES

1

FOR ONE WEEK

SPECIAL SALE of the latest in Ladies' Misses' and Children's Cloaks. The lowest prices we have ever named.
We have purchased from the
WATCH AND WAIT best
tailoring establishment in
New York City a large
LADIES' AND MISSES' SUITS

consignment of . .
in Whip Cord and Serges. They should be here next week.
Keep your open for the announcement of their arrival. It
wiil pay you. We are going to turn them quick.

i

ADOLF

SELIGM

DRY

GOODS

CO

-

m

&

s

forty-secon-

DRESSES FOR AFTERNOON and EVENING WEAR

UNITED STATES .BANK

Our line of Blankets and Comforters include
Every Design and Grade

I

Up

j

FACE COATINGS

Wtalal wibiiibb

Blankets and Comf oilers

j

In many new shades and styles.

M N

GROSS

to

1

in colors to work up with anything.

one-pric-

'

1

AND THE TWO TONE TWILLS

strictly swell

Man Tailored

j

FINE ENGLISH WHIP CORDS

And above all the

Esi

TELEPHONES.
You Will Find the
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.
Attorney Elinor E. Whltted, of DenStyles In
He
ver, was in the city yesterday.
has been admitted to practice before
the V. S. district court here.
AT
The election day card party given
by the woman's board ot trade next
MRS.
'Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 at the
LINDHARDT,
FOR
CEREMONIES
AT
SETTING
SCOT
will
an
be
affair
bniry building
quite
125 Palace Ave.
unique in many of its features, The
IS
READY
TISH RITE REUNION
ladies will have a chance to vote,; hud
ill11 m
:ill',.:!j
the returns from the eastern states
AND
FIRST
"REHEARSAL" OF p.;illl:.:iai!,!,sii:::iiai'::r
'
will he announced as fast us received,
STRITCTLY i; 1
TOOK
ARTISTS' WORK
PLACE
The decorations and favors will ho up-- j
re-- j
to
delicious
the
and
propriate
day
THIS MORNING - ELECTRICITY 1
i'reshments will be served. Tickets
are iioy being sold and from the re-- '
PLAY GREAT ROLE
GARMENTS
port of the committee a large attend-ance Is assured. This is very gratify-Made
Your Measure a
There was a scenic rehearsal at
lug as the treasury of the board of
LADIES
trade needs replenishing in order to the auditorium of the Scottish Rite y
meet the many demands for charity at Cathedral at 10 o'clock this morning.
It was the final "test" applied the
3
this season of the year.
Billie Woolf, the well known Chi-- j scores of beautifully painted scenes
which furnish a setting tor the cere1
cago salesman, is back in the city.
.
Mrs. Carlos Creamer has returned; monies connected with the administer-Guaranteed Lining,
of
Id
fourth
the
p
from a long trip to the middle west ing
of
the
Kite during the g
Scottish
Customers Send for
much
looks
and
improved by the dedication reunion, Xovcmbir 17 to
Samples and New Measurement
1
change of scene.
120, and for subsequent reunions.
ff Blanks, Box V 2.
Prof. H. H. Kimball, Weather Obthe rehearsal" was
server Charles E. Linney and It. E. II. Superintending
S THE W. H. OOEBEL CO.
It. Xaile, of Chicago,
have returned from a Scssman and Lamiis, andrepresenting
McKinley,
I.illv and
m
norseuacK inp 10 me uaKe reaus, Co , who 8Uppned the
East Side Plaza.
"drops." And
where Professor Kimball made many lvjUl Mr. Xaile stood one
f ihe ar- - jti;,'!iiiiii,ni''i'w:,,,'i:1" wB'Wf
wmmm
oi'servations ior uie weather bureau. tists, Herman Berrons who has paint
Frank Bond, the Kspanola mer ed KlMtre sneiierv I'm- i)k. Al.imii,
School of Dancinjr, & Deportment
bodies throughout tin- country
chant, is in the city.
for
Manager Clark, of the southwestern me past twenty years and yet who
Airs. Test's Classes in
division of the Bell Telephone com- saw these scenes symmetrically ar- Children's (,'lawi lupins Sat Oi.'t.8is, 2 p m.
is
EI
from
here
for
the
time
Paso.
first
on
a
lines,
pany's
ranged
stage
Hiifh School Milliner Sat. Oct. M, 4 p. in
I Adult Class. Friday. Nov, 1st, 8 to 9 p. m'
Mrs. W. P. White is a visitor from today.
Assembly. Fridity. Nov. 1st. to 11:30 p. nr
It was an interesting
Philadelphia.
spectacle.
Mrs. J. C. McClintock, of Sioux City, Climbing up a ladder, one was initiated rapidly into the "system" by which
Iowa, is visiting friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. i,, M. Boyer, of Dayton, the scenery can be conjured up with
Ohio, are tourists in the city for a few almost Arabian Night celerity. The RICH BANKER
art of the stage master is seen, and
days.
this art is backed up by
FOUND SHOT
pounds
H. It, Brook is here from Buckman.
of cast iron and 10,(100 feet of cable
AT CHICAGO
H. R. Naile, is here from Chicago to
expedite the raising and lowerinc
or
ine
tne
installation
nf tilp drops."
supeniueuuiiig
eight and sixty drop curtains on the
Chicago, Oct. ;M. Reinhold Meyer,
There are no set pieces, familiar to
of
the Scottish Rite cathedral.
stage
the
theaters and to some of a retired Los Angeles banker, was
Miss Dorothy Seggerson
is here the new ones. All the
literal- touiid shot to (leuui at the home ot a
from El Paso visiting her brother, ly comes down in three scenery
to five sections sister, Mrs. Marina A. JJickneu, here
E. F. Seggerson, who is with the! called
"leg drops." "cut rirons" n,i touaj. 'ine bullet had passed mrough
corporation commission office. Mr. "back drops," certain numbers on the ins neaa. A revolver round ten icet
Seggerson is recognized as probably pulleys which effect the descent giv- - away ironi the chair on which ne im(J
me ucoi minium uu lainuau rates m wg a cue to the manipulator
to been found sitting, hud one discharged
the west.
ciU'tnuge, but there were no powuer
on tne skiu to indicate that
And a great deal is wanted to
George P. French, traveling freight
carry marks
out all those ceremonies of degree the pistol had been held by the vie- agent of the Wabash, is in the city.
Mr. Garrett has returned from the conferring.
tun, which led the police to believe
"l doubt if this scenery is surpass-- j lie had been murdered.
east where he purchased machinery
ed anywhere in the southwest," said
The coroner's jury found that .Viej
for his new brick plant at Gallup.
Mraile, gazing with pleasure at the! er had committed suicide while sut
HE STABBED A BIG
(kaleidoscopic changes being wrought! tenng from injuries received in a
s eyes. "Of course, you street car accident.
FAT POLICEMAN
TOO. Detore
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TRUST CO.

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking Business

WITH

INSURE

II

AY WARD AND REST CONTENT.

WANTED

Place of one to five acres,
in or near Santa Fe. We

have a purchaser for such'a tract at reasonable
price. List with

old-tim- e

Your Patronage Solicited
N. 8. LAUGHL1N,

M

inium

President.
J. B. LAMY,

W.

E. GRIFFIN,

Cashier- -

t.

i

1

S

V TeeTVzT
Masons;
Mam,h,,t.. Kauiereu
nere next month
First of
al, we have not tUe furnItre

REAL ESTATE

'

bfeatles

GERMANY SEEKS A
COAL STATION, TOO.
Punta Arenas, Chile, Oct. 31. It is
reported here that Germany is about
to acquire an island in the Magellan
channels to be used as a coaling station. The German cruiser Bremen is
now engaged in exploring and surveying in the vicinity and, it is understood that the visit also is connected
with the opening of the Panama canal
and the possibility for German trade
in South America.

6tage nor the figures taking part in
the ceremonies. But the main article
needed to show off all these effects
Fire, Life, Accident and Plate Glass Insurance.
sought by the artists' brush is light"
"To see actual color?" was asked
r...
"To see the colors as
they will
Pear at night with wonderful light-ant'manipulators playing over them,
the (ier tllem and through them. Many
attorney maintained that
tllese curtains are transparent and
letter showed the purposes of the t
u,
coiorea so that certain
ganization, out. Judge Qumn excluded!"1'"3'0
H,vl., ...:i,n
it on the ground that Ettor was re- .,fclli,
unng out shades which do
EDDIE DENIES
HER STORY.
Phone, Red 189.
1
sponsible only for what be said or did. not strike the eye otherwise.
think this cathedral has the finest elLos
31. Denying
Oct.
Louis
Angeles,
Testimony given by
LaCourt,
r
1 1 9 San Francisco St.,
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
an Italian ueiecuve, wno struCK up aj ectric lighting arrangement possible every contention made by the prosecuto make."
tion in the case of Mrs. Alma InncB
companionship with Caruso during
The fixtures, however, were not in! a colored woman, former
4
the strike who said that, the defend
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SURETY BONDS.

O. C. WATSON & CO.

I

or-o-

MULLIGAN & RISING,
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un-tri-

When Your Glasses Break

I

FURNITURE

CO.

Are Showing This Week

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
we carry two desirable patterns, the

DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.

Reliable Jeweler

8

FOR SALE

5.

Ha
are

U

t

I

OFFERS

A NEW PRODUCTION OF HUMAN INTEREST

THE

I

The Great New York, Chicago and Boston Success

ROSARY
FOUNDED ON AN EMBLEM OF PURITY.
.

I

By HOWARD F.. KOSF..

A GREAT

PLAY, CAST,

PRODUCTION

AND SERMON

Written and Staged by the Author of More Successes Than
Any Other Playwright in the World.

SEATS

ON SALE AT FISCHER

DRUG CO.'S

Prices, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50

Bonds

All Kinds.

i

GASKILL and Mac VITTY (Inc.)

INSURANCE

Surety

T

Frncisco
Sticet.

Thui sday, October 3 1 st

NW MAYES

Can
Really Ask
or Expect More?

H. C. YONTZ,

San

I

ELK'S THEATRE

FIRST MAIL.

Can We
Anything
More Fair!

Complete Line of

The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLFLETE
LINE of

QUALITY!

j

THE AKERS WAGNER

";

i

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

HAYWARD HAS IT.

UNDERTAKING A SPECIALTV.

-

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

ESTATE,

Everything in the Furniture Line

66-6-

WORK RETURNED

REAL

Parlor Suits, Sofas and
Rocking; Chairs.

;

match

IT'S

A

FUNERAl DIRECTORS

either

IP

'

Salem, Mass., Oct.
Will- iam H. Proctor f th
"- -"
drstnet pol ce today m the trial of
Joseph J Ettor, Arturo Giovanitti, and
Joseph Caruso, charged with responsi- bihty for the murder of Anna Lopiz- zo during the Lawrence textile strike,
produced a copy of a letter from an of- ficial of the Industrial Workers of the
which was found in the defend- pocket when arrested. The dis- 31.-Ca- ptain

FIRST-CLAS-

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. Al.

j

MONEY TO LOAN I
ON

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.2 3

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS, i
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
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BANK OF SANTA FE

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State.

The Ranch of the

Rockies--Ope- n

the Year Round.

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. Mi

THE VALLEY RANCH,

Organized in 1870.

ra
--i

Time is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank Is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,

President

J. Wight

Vlce-Preride-

THE FIRST NATIONAL

General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Stauffer

L. A. HUGHES,

R. J. PALEN,

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
M.

31, 1912.

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce
Published Daily
Ths Saata Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Hevlew
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano

Bronson M. Cutting
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one having
welfare
state and else. a
country at heart, hesitate at ioinine in this
MEXICO
..!. -- i
ro ra.:
mens vnaaiy - lessiry ana,!
nuisance, anu muse wuu maintain
movement of his political associates? What's in n name? It is only a party vhere tn liavt il
a
morela nuisance should abate it when they!
Recommend Doan's
f
Confidently
v
r, u,
Blurt
trademark. The principles fought for are the thing.
a"d leSS 10
1
R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Kidney Pills.
nd U is an injury or even discomfort
of certain0l0g!,
politic
0
It is testimony like the following
.toothers.
To New .Mexico voters there is nothing oi inure vilal imuui tanee than to
GOOD ENOUCH FOR DAD.
that has placed Doan's Kidney Pills sol
'The West Point of the Southwest.
have the question of just taxation settled and settled equitably. For years
Bill Brogan.
above competitors.
HALLOWE'EN.
When people
jfar
the common, average citizen has been paying way above his share, while
It was good enough for father it' 't'8 Hallow'een, but that is no rea-- ! right here at home raise their voice'
Ranked as "Distinguished
the paid agents of corporations, now fighting desperately for the standpat was good enough for dad in thnunison why anybody should go dippy or in praise there is no room left for
" by the U S.
Institution
cause, have been coddled and petted and let off easy. What is this for? days it was a plenty gooti tor u was ail attempt to violate the law in the
doubt. Read the public statement of
y
War
Department.
land grants
Why are great corporative interests and great,
had. They didn't need the tele- - struction of other people's property or a Santa Fe citizen:
eliminated from the tax list, or partially so? Are the land grant owners, who Phone, thev had nn nlroln..
Located in the beautiful Pecos
learrv nut nil tVinac irilntir- - tiorfnrm.
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
i
are holding these lands for profit, any more worthy of recognition than the Thpv
. t
Valley 3,700 feetabove sealevel,
,
.... .
.
.
"
3
DCC",CU
" l" Fe, N. M., says: "I deem It a pleasure
" a gOOQ t
sunshine every day. Open air
common, everyday citizen, who is taxed "all the traffic will bear"'
.
n,7
to
confirm
I
the
statement
gave
public
work throughout tbti entire ses"riter un-- be considered necessary as a ceiebra-lion- s in
any reason why the Rocky .Mountain and Pacitic and other wealthy corpora!
IT,
praise of Doan's Kidney Pills about
"
Conditions for physical
sion.
f
e, tion for Hallowe'en
that are evading taxation, should be favored in this taxation matter
seven years ago. I found them to be
and mental development are
Tbey haVe PaSSed 8trinsent lawa an
1f 6
en0ugh for fatherM
beyond The common, average citizen who has to struggle to mot tax day!?
excellent
IDEAL such as cannot be found
and I have never
we
n ' ll8e 'em no more.
They touching anything that seems to be hesitated to remedy
cheerfully?
elsewhere tn America. Fourvouch for their merit
Use
use
t0
a
of
on
4th
order
of
coach
8tage
the
and
t
tooki"t
July.
for
They
The standpatters are responsible
this condition.
teen officers and Instructors, all
a month or more, to get from Philadel- - will hardly let a boy shoot off a fire when an opportunity has been presento
graduates from standardEa sted. For two years I was Iv bad shape
BaltinloreTen buildings,
ern colleges.
They use to cracker. But Hallow'een seems to from backache and kidney trouble and
Are you iu favor of those holding interests in the vast land grants of ,
I
c
modern in every respect.
""""
" me l rail to Hanta have been considered always as a when Doan's
New Mexico beiue entirely free from the burden of iMVMftn,,
were
Pills
ti, i, rt Fe and" when
Kidney
they left Old Westport. free license night where private or
Regents :
grants are valuable, are they not? They are worth holding on to, seeminelv
brought to my notice, I resolved to
are they not? Those keeping an interest in them are not showing any dis- uiey nopea to mm the way. They use public property are considered as the try them. I procured a box and they
E. A. CAHOON. President.
to
use the fire place and kettle hung plaything for any set of fellows who
J. E. RHEA,
position to let go. but on the other hand, are holding them in litigation, ...
not only drove away bachache, but
w.c.o uui yuu cant nna a want to do with it the craziest things
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
to the disadvantage of the state as immigration is being retarded by this
regulated the passages of the kidney
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
action, which is nothing else but pure selfishness and greed. Tax the land kettle though you loox most every- that their combined think tanks can secretions and toned up my entire
W. A. F1NLAY.
for. father develop.
grants. If they are valuable, let them pay their share. It is a shame to where. But the kettle did
system."
lnrJ.i'.. .. .iove naa, not
and Illustrated cataaave tnese great tracts oi mineral ana agricultural lands held from occu-- i fnr th. firoloCO """""'6
o
For
50
One city which I recall, AUentown,
particulars
For sale by all dealers. Price
men oeen invented nor a brussels car- Pa., has endeavored to solve this Hal- cents. Foster-Milburpation purely for the advantage of one set of men.
logue, address,
Co., Buffalo,
o
pet wove.- - They didn't have the use- low'een problem.
The firemen of the New York, sole agents for the United
COL. JAS. W. WILLS0N, Supt.
Philadelphians are talking of reviving fancy waistcoats for men. Shock- ful things that we have got today, but city, each in their own department, States.
ing! It might be all right for Xew York or Chicago to be thus arrayed, but father got along alright, so I guess I'll get up a torch light parade and each
and
Doan's
name
Remember the
vote that way.
Philadelphia must be having a nightmare to be thinking of such a thing.
enters into a contest against the oth- - take no other.
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TOO MANY TARANTULAS.

FOR DANDRUFF.

FALLING

MIR

CLEANSE YOUR LIVER AND BOWELS

OR

Kress of the I'nited Stales:
Nathan .Jaffa, of Roswell, New Mexico.
For Presidential Electors:
Levi A.
tithes, of Santa Fe, New
.(.Mexico.
Furnished rooms and board, corner
Eufraeio (iniiegos, of Gallegon, New pulace ami Lincoln avenues.
Mexico.
Matt Fowler, of Silver City, New.
FOR SALE A good
cow.
milch
Mexico
'Phone Bishop's ranch, 2,'iO W.
DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
For Representative in the ;;ird Con
FOR SALE Household goods. 1 OS
Hon Caspar.
gress of die I'nited States:
.Must be sold at once.
Harvey II. Fcrgtisson, of Albuquer
que. New Mexico.
FOR SALE two story residence oi
For 'residential Electors:
Falace avenue. Lot 60x210 feet O. C
E. ('. de liaca, of East Las Vegas, Watson & Co.
New .Mexico.
FOR RENT
Houses furnished or
J. II. Latham, of Lake Valley,
unfurnished. Apply to M. A. Ortiz,
Court House.
Samuel
Stennis, .Ir., of Carlsbad,
New Mexico.
FOR SALE National Cash RegPROGRESSIVE TICKET.
ister two drawers practically new.
or lt( preseutative in the i;"rd Con- O. C. Watson & Co.

Philadelphia, Penn., Oct. 111. Taran-- !
tuias, hundreds of them, today drove 40
workmen from a steamship they were
WITH DELICIOUS SYBUP DF FIGS"
DARIN
ITCHY SCALE-- 25
GENT
dismantling and breaking up, and
caused a call for the fumigating ship!
Ihatton, the Government vessel which '
lias been sent here to rid incoming
Removes the Sour Bile, Gases and Clogged-u- p
Waste
steamships of bubonic nits.
win pour tne gases iniO
No
or
Save your Hair! "Danderine" Destroys Dandruff and thej neholdtiration
Nausea.
Without
Headache, IndigestioD,
Gripe
steam- of the tarantula-ladeship for three days, when workmen in
Constipation, Biliousness or Coated Tongue.
Stops Failing hair at once Grows Hair, We Prove It.
diving suits will board the steamship
to face the army of dead or alive!
.
. .,
.
,
Foul bream, coaled tongue, Uim. mm
eating coarse looil ol taking
If you care for heavy hair, that roots famish, loosen and die; then the, tarantulas,
headache, stomach sour and exercise. It is u true and effective
falls out fast.
The panic occurred today on the throbbing
liver and bowel cleanser and regu-anglistens with beauty and is radiant hair
been neglected and British steamship Venice, which had full of gases, indigestion, biliousness
has
If
hair
your
with life; has an incomparable soft- is
mean that 'ator.
a
sallow
complexion,
or
too
been playing as a refrigerator
thin, faded, dry, scraggy
boat
Most
folks divad physics they
ness and Is fluffy and lustrous you oily, don't hesitate, but get a 2," cent be tween
your thirtv feet of bowels are clogged
Jamica and this city.
from the taste and after
ifbrink
that
these
drain
with
waste
matter;
must use Danderine, because nothing bottle of Knowlton's Danderine at any
Tlie Venice had been sold as junk,
l.
organs of the body are obstructed; freta. Syrup of Figs is delicious, and,
else accomplishes so much for the drug store or toilet counter; apply a and when men started to dismantle
and stomach full of besides, you don't realize you have
liver
stagnant
ten
little as directed and
minutes af- her
hair.
today they discovered the deadly poisoiious gases, sour bile and un- - taken anything until morning, when
Just one application of Knowlton's ter you will say this was the best
a11 ll'e clogged ui waste of the
sys- bug.
tropical
digested, fermenting toed not properly
will double the beauty of vestment you ever made,
off.
carried
I'nited States:
We sincerely believe, regardless of
your hair, besides it immediately dis- on ami out oi me ooweis wiwiouii
It will not pay you to waste your;
Most of our ills are caused by
Marcos C. de llaca, of Bernalillo,
WANTED
Woman to take charg-solves every particle of dandruff ; you everything else advertised that if you
or
weakness.
griping
writing out your legal forms etipated bowels. We all need a
New .Mexico.
of dining-rooas head waitress. Must
cannot have nice, heavy, healthy hair desire soft, lustrous, beautiful hair
Ask
full
the
;
name,;
for
can
your
can
them
doubt
five
druggist
print-get
already
you
sometimes; nobody
For Presidential Electors:
Coronado Restaurant.
if you have dandruff. This destructive and lots of it no dandruff no ItchEnglish.
speak
of
of
and
Senna."'
Elixir
one
is:
Which
New
ed at the
Mexican Printing that. The only question
Figs
"Syrup
E. Sttidlcy, of Raton, New
Elmer
scurf robs the hair of Its lustre, its ing scalp and no more falling hair
the
is
old
gen-and
reliable
' Mexico.
is the best? and that isn't a question This
only
Company.
WANTED
TO BUY A cooking
strength and Its very life, and if not you must use Knowlton's Danderine.
any more, syrup ot Mgs, tiemg com uine. Refuse, with contempt, any! Dora Krazier
ELECTION PROCLAMATION
not
smaller
than six hole and
range
overcome it produces a feverishness If eventually why not now? A ' 25
of
Roswell.
Thomas,
of luscious tigs, senna other Hg teyrup recommended as
By the Hoard of County Commission-- 1 Ppstd entirely
in good condition. Address "C" this
New Mexico.
and itching of the scalp; the hair cent bottle will truly amaze you.
to
are
meant
hi
must
a
itions
act
harmless
good.
They
and
aroroatlcs,
ers of Santa Fe County, New Mexico."
.1- C . i.
I
f ,.n..
George W. Armijo, of S.inia Fc--, Ne.v ollice.
"'"" ,1,,. 1..U..1
WHEREAS by Section 1, Chapter f'.m,e u,m
Mexico.
5
KOK
KENT Modern
doned its pursuit and sneaked back lfta. Laws of 1909, it is made the duty
WILDCAT CHASES PREACHER.
house,
SOCIALIST TICKET.
Its action is the action of Syrup Company.
of the Boards of County Commission- - injury.
For Representative in the tiilrd Con- rooms and bath, with large ward, new
Carlisle, Pa., Oct. ;;1. Attacked by into the timber.
ers of each county in the State of New
a wildcat, E. Lamont Geissinger, a
range, line location. Geo. M. Kinsell,
gress of the United States:
Mexico, to proclaim the elections that tion
IN
HATS
Dickin
MAN
WAY'
at
SUES.
and
student
Andrew Eggum, of Roswell, New Phone :;r. V.
young preacher
Resolution Num- 105, Laws of 19(i9, that provided by Joint
I,
Chapter
son College, was driven down a steep
Berlin, Oct. 31. Unique proceedings! are to be held in the respective coun the said notice be inserted in daily ter (i, passed by the First State
Mexico.
,...
tiua fnr thi nnrnriRA
.i. ..minium., auui
,
" nf vntinfr fnr enn.
a . FOR SALE Clean stock of iner- i.
For Presidential Electors:
.S m
siae or
:
?
to the day lature and filed in the oflice of the
times
six
prior
OlllCOS
and
....ouue, us
milt
bin nvnpr biwp Ma nenr v nrnR-- ' to wear h br hats n t hentpr hnvps havp dldates tor the Uinererit
. f;,C
..1
I.. ... 1...
Walter N. Cook, of Mugdalena, New fhandise in couiitry, good location, do- .!
1,,
uu
v
iu
"1B
is
"
vi
election
iifiu, um.Dtcreiaij
l'l""'".
"
ueeu immuueu o a nenin mn. ntbor mnttprH. nd tn rin Kn tpn rtnvs
Mexico.
:ug good business. Good reason for
iraiea wnen ne reacnea uouuiing cap, j
wh,, there i8 no daily newsuaner nub- - the 29th day of May, A. D. 1912.
where members ot me fraternity were no suea uie managemeni oi a popular before the election by public Procla- 1!u,uH . cn .
,,.,.
DeKoy Wei h, of Hutton, New Mex- - elling, Address Hox 1, Lyden, N. M.
on
a
AlBn fnr .h(1
K,lpI, llnllf!B mnv.
nf
.
..
,
,r.nnf;(,
o
v11r
in
of
and
mation
each
by publication
j,....
lcoplayhouse for the return of the amount
holding their annual outing.
two leading newspapers published bo inserted in weekly newspapers, in proposed "State Highway Bond Issue
W. T. Holmes, of
New
TYPEWRITERS,
Geissinger went into the mountain he paid for four places in a box on the the
to
date
the
as
of
two
issues
by
$500,000,"
thereof,
Chapter!
provided
prior
to see famous Flat Rock. Upon re- ground that his party view of the per- in each county; and,
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
Mexico.
to
is
be
First.
of
the
58
Acts
the
State
Legof
when the election
and,
held;
furnished. Ribbons and sup
WHEREAS, it is further made the
turning to his companions he saw formance was entirely obliterated by
THEREFORE, The Board of County islative Assembly, approved June; On motion of Commissioner .liron platens
watching him through the bushes a the hats worn by two ladies immedi- duty of said Boards of County Com- Commissioners of Santa Fe County. 10th, A, D. 1912.
the following persons were appointed plies. Typewriters sold, exchangee
and rented. Standard makes handled.
missioners to give public notice of the New Mexico, in session held at Santa;
panther-likanimal, about five feet ately in front of them.
of the candidates for,18 Judges of Election for the election All
ne
repair work and typewriters guarHe started to run, but the
object of the election, the officials to Fe, on the 23rd day of October, A. D. eacll of llames
long.
oe
for'
fo
he'd November 5th, 1912, and
tne saju 0tiii:t8 to be voted
anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter Exbeast leaped after him and made reF. A. Wootsej, a bratceman at Jack-- : be voteo for. Questions to be voted on, 1912, have ordered as follows,
flrst
one
in
named
each
lne
D.
A.
of
tne
precinct
on
r,th day
November,
change. Phone 2ol.
peated attacks upon him, and although sonville, Texas, says: "I was down ue names of the candidates for each
That the object of the election 1912, as the same are on file' in thejlfj hereby named to receive Hie ballot
f the said offices, as the same are on
Geissinger dealt it several blows on with kidney trouble and rheumatism
from
Clerk.
the
"oxes
office of the
Clerk and
Griego.
the head with a club, he could not so bad I could hardly get up, and had Ale in the office of the County Clerk which is to be held on the 5th day ot- Acio RecorderCounty
JUDGES,
of Santa Fe County,!
Precinct No. .'!. t'eferino Alarid,
as
A.
D.
pro1912,
post-tirealready
Recorder
and
the
November,
off.
and
beat the animal
backache all the time, and was almost!
ad-:
1.
No.
SalaPrecinct
b'v the
Encarnacion
of the New Mexico, and the postolflce
.Manuel llaca y Campos, Juan Delgado.
Governor
The young preacher made as fast
of living. I saw an ad of Foley office address of each of said candi claimed
v,
-- ..a
one Renreseutative dress of each of said candidates is as: znr y Trujillo, Antonio Romero y Val
Precinct No. ). Alanuel Ortiz y
time as he could for more than a mile Kidney Pills and after takine
s,( ta t Plpct
v"
.
"
.
,
,
n
des, Emiliano Roybal.
. is tn hp lipid In p.t oh nrpnlnct in each! in Concress
T
Julian Grace, .Manuel OrtU
three
and
t'resiueniiai
i
Martinez,
v.n4..oa
t
iuuuo,
down the mountain side with the wild- v.nttin
"
uu
uuiuc i nao "curl, auu niicu
DCDIIDI iriM TIM(CT
Precinct No. 2. Juan de Dios Do-lRodriguez,
Electors and to vote, aiso on a propos-- ;
cat following. It was not until he was taken
vo more 1 was thoroughly county; and,
Con
minguez, Santiago .Martin. Timoteoj
as: For Representative In the
Precinct No. 5. Fabian Lopez, Can- For sale bv all Druggists
Inside the hotel that the animal aban- - cured.
WHEREAS, it Is required by Sec- - ed amendment to the Constitution,
delario Romero, Nestor Gallegos.
Precinct No. (!. Tomas Narviaz,
Erineo Mares, J. A. Carrillo.
A PRETTY HALLOWE'EN NOUELTY
Precinct No. 7. Cesario Martinez,
Rafael Granito, .Manuel Lucero.
Precinct No. S. .luun N. Sandoval,
Romulo Chavez, Juan .1. Silva.
Precinct No. 9. Teodoro Garcia,
Reyes Roybal, Feiniin Gonzales.
1
Precinct No. in. Atilano Sanchez,
Ralph Kinsell, F. A. Olmstead.
Precinct No. 11. Juan Martinez, Pe-- j
dro Martinez, J. D. Hart,
Precinct No. ir. Margarito Chavez,
Etilogio Sandoval, Eusebio Gonzales.
Precinct No. Kl. Luis A. Martinez,
(Yferino Lucero, Gumecindo Garcia.
Precinct No. 11. Nicacio Ortega,
Juan Naranjo, Etilogio Martinez.
Precinct No, 15. Moiscs Pen a, Jose
Ramon
Qiiintana, Jose Hilario Maes- Use the silhouettes shown here for
the
at
carnival
ness will hold high
direct
tas.
either
tracing
decorations,
your
"Haunted House" Thursday, October
Precinct No. 111. Epifanio Atencio,
or copying them row
1214
31st, at 8 o'clock. Don't go past
Pedro
Valdes, Juan Ant. Valdes.
Look
witch.
larger scale.
Blank St. Watch for the.
No. 17. Joso Ma. Garcia,
Precinct
the
straight ahead and walk fast or
Asencion Silva, Eustaquio Padilla.
A "HAUNTED HOUSE" HALLOWwatch
'11
don't
ef
y'u
git y'u
"goblins
Precinct No. 18, Santana Herrera,
EEN party! How about it?
out."
Donaciano Garcia, C. O. Harrison.
All sorts of parties may be planned
Precinct No. 19. Antonio Garcia y
for the lust night in October All
Yours for a spooky time.
Mon-tcyArmijo, Felix Salinas, Agustin
Hallows eva. But as Halloween seems
HINTS.
HALLOWEEN
be fashioned
naturally to be the night of pranks witches and goblins may
An unique use of the cats and
Precinct No. 20. Jesus Ma. Baca,
and simple fun the New Mexican sug- out of white paper, the features being
would be to paste them on
Annslacio Mora, Con Sullivan.
of
be
would
pleas- marked in with black paint or ink.
heaps
gests that it
classes, the latter to be filled with
Precinct No. 21. Ely Parker, Miguel
ure and little expense to have a
Hang these to the walls where the milk. The "black and white" effect
Pino, Reva Williams,
"haunted house" party this year.
light of the fire will cast strange
when placed on the table 'will
Precinct No. 22. Pedro Nolasco Ro
It is nearly always possible to find shadows. Silhouettes of cats, bats, of these
and pleasing.
novel
mero, Uonaciano Ortiz, Julian Ortiz.
prove
an empty house in the neighborhood, owls, etc., in smaller size will add to
An original costume for Halloween
Precinct No. 21!. Nicolas Jimenez,
The chances are you will be able to the appearance of the room and take
of your
Paste
any
is
timely.
Julian
always
Iienavidez, Policiano Ortiz.
mere
a
or
song
for
get it for nothing
the bareness of the walls. "cut outs" in scattered effect, or in
Precinct No. 21. Guadalupe Mon-- j
it is away from
knows
he
when
owner
the
from
I
It will be best to confine the merry
'VS
borders, on a sheet and
toya, Estanislao Sandoval, Julian Gar-- I
for a harmless Halloween event. If! makings to one or two rooms, as an decorative
A witch's hat made of
case.
cia.
se-- ,
pillow
be
can't
by any chance the house
attempt to prepare a whole house for black paper might be worn, too.
The election is hereby ordered to
cured, a big shed will do equally well the event would be a big, tiresome, unbe held in the different precincts as
Costumes for the "haunted house"
if it is "spookified" in the proper man
dertaking. There should be nothing of party might be the old, old sheet and
follows,
ner,
a nature which will really frighten pillow case, a very simple witch's cosA
'iPJt.umF
'
PLACE.
V
SJW.7T 7
for the "haunted the
7 he trirtitningH
cotton
guests at this party or any party
from
Precinct No. 1. District No. 1
house" and the decorations for table, given on Halloween. Remember the tume made
School House.
or crepe paper, a witch's hat
the menus, the invitations and the occasion is one intended for real fun goods
District No. 2
black paper and a broom
Precinct No. 2.
from
made
games can all be made and planned at and merriment. And it should be stick. Or, if you like, there may be
School House.
needed
wear
The
home.
only purchases
A Jack O Lantern hat of crepe paper is the latest novelty for
Precinct No. 3. House of Victor
to the invitation saying
kept in mind that the "spooks" of Halare black silhouette paper, Borne crepe loween walk but once a year and a postscript
by the young lady who will attend th e Halloween Eve festivities. The hat
the
"Canon Road."
gliosis
oldest
clothes;
Garcia,
"Wear
your
rolls in orange color and white, some then FOR FUN.
is topped by an imitation Jack O' Lantern and a fan of the,same material
Precinct No. 4. Justice of the
are modest."
a
candles.
some
Scissors,
and
to match.
paste
Peace Oflice.
PUMPKIN FACE MENUS.
little time and ingenuity should do the HERE'S A SAMPLE INVITATION.
Precinct No. 5.
District No. 3
be
should
simple
cards
of
of
MENU
the
the
is
date
The
the
last
This
(By Cynthia Grey.)
rest.
House.
School
occasion.
Why
All Hallows eve, the GOBLINS three festivals held in the Druids, who
and in the spirit of the
The "sDrite" atmosphere will bo
Precinct No. C. House of Bonifacio
not cut pumpkin shapes out of punijv
walk!
in olden times were scattered over
Narvaez.
doubly enhanced if some full length
the
mouth,
paper, putting
The wind cries in fear; the moon northern Europe. They were observsheets are hung as draperies in the
Precinct No. 7. House of Rafael
eyes and nose in in black or merely
laughs away up yonder in the clouds; ed May 1, the time of sowing; June
room which you have chosen for your
Granito.
clear
out.
spaces
The
them
cutting
of
the cats hiss, the lights nicker and 21, the season of ripening
crops,
Precinct No. S. School House.
games.
on the face may be used to write in
burn low, the witches peer, the owls and October 31, the harvest, season.
No. 9,
Precinct
District No. 9
The pastimes for this party should
th menu.
hoot and the bats wave their Happy,
On the night of October 31, the
School House.
for
be the
ones;
N U across the
bobbing
M
E
word
the
Print
noiseless wings in the still air.
Precinct No. 10. Real Estate Of-- !
Druids assembled at the altars in their
apples, hide and seek, fortune-tellintop of the pumpkin shape in black ink.
fice of Mr. II. C. Kinsell.
It's the night when the Spooks ap- - snow-whitrobes, and at a given sigand a ghost story hour. The stories
as
serve
place
These cards may also
Precinct No. 11. District No. 11
pear to man; fortunes and futures are nal, during absolute silence on the
should be told in the spookiest-lookincards by writing the name of a guest
School House.
read in signs and the weird Sprite of part of the multitude, gathered to
room in the house where there are
of each one of them.
back
the
on
Precinct. No 12
District No. Vi
witness the ceremony of solemnly exthe hour is king of all.
many draperies which will easily
School House.
Halloween is the time when all the tinguishing the fires. New fires were
move gently in the slight wind from
J. C. Ray, Winfield, Ala., says: "My
Precinct No. 1". W. M. Taber's
world makes merry; delights in its! then built. As the flames leaped
cracks in the windows or doors. The
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
Store.
shivers of apprehension over sights heavenward, the people snatched burnroom may be hung with candle ligliisj
to
had
bad
so
he
trouble
and bladder
Precinct No. 11. School House.
and sounds, and gives itself up to be-- j ing embers from it, went home; extinencased in scooped-oa- t
Various
high up,
kidney
use a catheter.
Precinct No. 15. School House.
on
their
hearths
flres
old
lief in the supernatural.
the
markguished
without result,
figured with queerly
were
pumpkins
tried
remedies
.
Precinct No. 1G. School House.
All Hallows eve falls on the last' and built new ones. These were beKidney-Pillsed nose, mouth and eyes. If there is j
him
we
Foley
and
gave
finally
Precinct No. 17. Fred Lopez's Hall.
an open fireplace so much the better.
day of October, the day following be-- ! lieved to protect each homestead so
In three days he could pass
Precinct No. IS.
Donaciano
day, or All Hallows. long as they remained burning.
Ing
The embers should glow and flicker,
some water and on the fifth, no long-o- r
cia's.
but should not be allowed to burn up
needed a catheter. He continued
Precinct No. 19.
Store.
brightly. Should there still be need
Come to the Haunted House.
tc use Foley Kidney Pills until entire
Precinct No. 20. School House.
of "atmosphere" large silhouettes of ; Witches and choice spirits of dark-- ; ly cured." For sj! ty ll l'rnggmts.
Precinct No. 21. School House.
Precinct No. 22. School District No.
This latter always 13.
in every respect. It is hard to discrim- did tones and showed himself so much "La Paloniu."
TROUBADOURS
Precinct No. 2:1. School House.
chord when well
reasonable
a
strikes
inate in the number of selections and of an artist that even his encore the
Precinct No. 24. Guadalupe Mon- was certainly the case
this
and
NOVEMBER the surprising
sung
of
well
arrangement
variety
"Canzonetta of Ambrosia" was as
toya House.
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY
of instruments which were displayed. received as his first number. A trio with this soloist.
The Hoard then adjourned until 3
There are five brothers in this orThe largest crowd of the season Notable among the combined work of violin, cello, and harp was one of
o'clock tho same day.
their
of
Creole
descent,
were
the
auditorium
the
first
and
at
ensembles
the
of
ganization
last
the
In
In
town
night
'e have been
the gems of the evening from
this
business
bottle will cost you nothing. Tou alone gathered
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
for some time, and we ara looking to to judge.
to hear the Byron Troubadours. second parts, in the "Dance of the standpoint of artistic execution. En-- I mother herself being a musical prodbuild up trade by always advising our
Chairman.
Again and again we have seen how B
far
is
the
best
attraction
This
Visby
few drops of this simple wash applied They anticipated something unusual Hours." (La Giocanda), and "A
tirely unique and delightfully pleasing igy.
patrons tight.
Attest: M. A. ORTIZ. Clerk.
come to the Chautauqua
takes away the itch, in- and were not disappointed. Every ion of Salome," being a
has
which
So when we tell you that we have to the skin,
was
the
an
instrument
"Byrondolin"
found the eczema remedy and that we stantly. And the cures all seem to be number was unique and pleasing to overture from the famous descriptive which combines
and in a long time and it will be safe to
the mandolin
opera by
H. E. Archer, merchant of West-oveBtand back of it with the manufacturer's permanent.
D.
D.
D.
made
the
by
Prescription
evidenced
as
a
men
the;
was
Iron clad guarantee, backed by ourselves D. D. D. Laboratories
for the S. R. O. sign tonight.
four
name.
by
degree
duet
high
that
The
and
the
guitar
saxaphone
requires
is
Ala., states "My boy had a
of
Chicago,
we
our
can
that
it
The
upon
you
depend
Daily Herald, Boulder, Colo., severe
vocal
execution. A Spanish
glycerine, oil of hearty encores. By actual count 75 unique for at first only one man ap- its
advice not in order to sell a few bottles composed ofandthymol,
attack of acute bronchitis, so
other healing, soothing, encores in three performances. Twen-- j
lf12.
20,
wintergreen
July
of medicine to skin sufferers, but
of
this
peared upon the platform, the other number added to the delight
severe he could not get out of bed for
And if you are
we know how it will help our coolins: ingredients.
are
used by rendering as an echo the second part invention. The saxaphone quartette,
Just crazy with itch, you will feel ty different instruments
a week. The first few doses of
business if wo help our patrons.
soothed and cooled, the itch absolutely these artists who display a remark-TVe keep in stoe'eind eell, all the well washed away the moment you
during the first of the number. The in a melody of operatic airs, delighted CHICHESTER
PILLS
Foley's Honey and Tar relieved him
applied
;nown Bkin remedies. But we will say this 1. D. D.
able versatility. Considering the fact harpist among these troubadours dis- and amused the audience. There are
HIIAMI. a,
.J.H41IPKI Ant yowr I'rttfrvltf
and before we had given him the conthis : If you are suffering from any
'
We have mads fast friends of more that
jA
been
three
had
days upon plays a high grade of execution and two soloists, each pleasing in his own
they
kind of skin trouble, eczema, psoriasis, than on family by recommending this
IHaimmil lirauA
tents of one bottle, he was well.
in
I'IIIk
Hi
and
d
to
.retail:
AV
(iuM
a
we
full
want
you
rash or tetter, D.
try
to a skin sufferer here and the train coming direct from Pacific technique. A smoothness of control way, one with his popular ditties, the
Materi with Blue XiMon.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
I). D. PrescriDtion. remedy
eljin hnttle of
!rs,
there and we want you to try it noW Grove, Cal., to Boulder and were two and
v
Ta no other. I!nv nf
y
production of full tones was evi- other with a rare voice showing himAnd, if it does not An the work, this on our positive
IrrascM. AMrrsl.'lfKH.Tt:nr
guarantee.
kept continually in our house. It is
f r
tIA.Mil'f
.
I'.HVMt
nevertheinto
PHARMACY.
late
the
CAPITAL
i:
'I.
hours
THE
dent In the use of this double action self an artist in the rendition of a
grounds,
perfectly safe and effective," For sale
Santa Fe, N. M.
less, they were more than satisfactory Instrument. The violinist drew splen- - Hawaiian love song and the Mexican
Is
by all Druggists.
I
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SANTA TE

"The Home of Quality Groceries"

MORE WORK
THEIR MOUTHS

If Fed On Our Quality Groceries

So Would Most Any One Else

..

j

,

......

'

!

!

af"l

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4

j

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HIGH-GRAD- E

WATCHES
mmm
AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

U,e

PTl

-

9

cplJ

Mountainair.
To the ninth convention of the National Rivers and Harbors congress
to be held in Washington, beginning
December 4:
C. B. Kohlhousen, Raton; Jefferson
Raynolds, Las Vegas; L. B. Prince,
Santa Fe; XV. H. H. Llewellyn, Las
Cruces; W. H. Gillenwater, Albuquerque; Frank N. Page, Buchanan;
James W. Mullens, Roswell; M. R.
Baker, Fort Sumner.

posed income tax amendment to the
federal constitution and four have notified the " state department of their
rejection. To become effective thirty-sis
of those in
states
the union must ratify.
three-fourth-

MAY

BE

TRAIN

ROBBERS.

Davenport, la., pet, 31. Three men
seen west of this city early today ae
being sought by thye Davenporf police,
who say they answer the description
ARRESTED AT SOCOR.
of the men who held up and robbed
Emilio Valles was arrested by the a train near Muskogee, Oklahoma,
mounted police at Socor, charged with several days ago.

jttt.

'"

Lr Where

The Draft

Enters y

Another large assortment
latest shapes in Hats, such
as FELT, VELOUR VELVET, Etc. Also carry fine
line of Stamped Articles
for Embroidery

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

MOT BLAST

Neater

The air enters at the top, drives
the combustible gases into the.

fire where they are burned
prevents the escape of heat up
the chimney doubles the heating power of the fuel.
In other words, only half the
amount of fuel used in ordinary
heatera Is necessary. The Wilson
is
making perfect combustion possible and a fire can
36
be held
hours.
We sell Wilson Hot Blast Heaters for either wood or coal.
t,

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co;

IT'S
with

Clothes; your

vote on that matter
is directly in your
own personal interest. If you vote right
you win a good deal
and if you should
vote wrong you will

month from that

time you'll be reconciled to the result

We want to
see you vote for our

and continue to be
a patriotic and happy citizen.

Hart, Schaffner

Hart, Scliaffner

SuitsiOvercoats

& Marx

This Is the polling
place. Young men,
especially, get in on

lose.

& Marx

CLOTHES

the new, 'Varsity
Overcoat

are far ahead of all
other candidates.
When all the votes
are counted they'll

g
Copyright Hart Schaffner

&

Marx

OVERe&oHTS,
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
FINE CLOTHES
1L

;

We're making a big
hit with these goods
and we want one of
them to hit you.

large majority.

i

Models

great business in
these smart styles.

be elected by a very

JL

a

most perfect draft ever
discovered is the patent Hot
Blast Down Draft of theWilson
Heater. The only draft that
secures perfect combustion and
prevents waste.
This draft is found only in the

Just Arrived

'

)

The

BUT

may and ought
to be a serious matter to you on November 5th. Your
man may win or he
may lose. Whichever happens a

I

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

i
YOUR

you

1

1

T
VOTE

that

Washington, D. C, Oct. 31. Presl- .
. i. . .
.., rnum 1 ' .. i.
i
ueni
lan inuiuieu uuy
igton at noon today for Baltimore to
become the guest of W. D. Brookes at
a ?nvate luncheon-

11

Y

...

S. SPITZ. JEWELER

a"V8f

caa cl a 6uu.iui,,a uu uiai you can
wear to visit the president that will
be elected.

T

T

.

Phone 4

m-4-

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

HHJ

$1.50

had a three months' rim
Rosary''rnas
,
m t mcago, iwo momns in .ew ions
City and a two months' run at the
Globe theatre, Boston,
WANTED
3000 good dobies.
mediate delivery. Inquire of Jesse I,.
Ntisbaum at Old Palace.
The wlnrinw nf Nathan Ralmnn will
surely make you stop, look and listen.
If you have felt that you could not af
ford a new suit take a peep at' the

ror nnaiiow ecu
n1

i

Per Sack

;

i

YELLOW CRYSANTHEMUMS

A

-

TRY IT NOW!

$1.50

...

-

Another Car of

Better Flour Maae At Any Price

-

i

...

...

ueguu, wuue in oiut'is misery uiiuj sur- row are always at the door. "The

i

J

POPULAR
PEOPLE
AT GUADALUPE

"Empress Flour"
No

J

r"

I

Is

nt

Tl,

V
i
Santa Pp v m
mounted police forgery in Torrance county,
He Is v New
The New .Mexico
Vl "
Mexico: Tonight
generally
held
run
into
the
to
under
$1500 bond,
were the first
"ghost"
fair in west portion, with snow S.
SWEARING IN A VOTE.
which walked at the cupitcl this morn- played.
state Socretary Luce.0 lla8 rec,ived
The Temperature The range in
ing. following the sale of the ?2.M...M.O
indebtedness which ,,mny letters latflv from voters ttlr.
..
01
.. :7 temperature yesterday was from SI to
CertUlCUl.es
made it possible for the siate to pay ,.lg about vctfng by affidavit on
degrees with an average relative
salaries. There was one topic tkm ,,ay ,n onp.g qw)i pi.cr.lm.t a,.
humidity of 49 per cent. The preci- IN TELEPHONING
of conversation at the capltol and that thollgh thc voter. lJis. faed to rsgis'.
The New Mexican. If your business pitatiOll for Ihe 24 llOUIS Showed 0.05,
-iot an inch of snow. Yesterday was
was the ghost," possibly because it (rr After C0MgnUin? with the attor. ;s about
advertising, subscriptions or generally cloudy with snow flurries
had not been seen since .New Mexico. ney general, the secretary has
If
"31
W."
call
job
work,
up
please
which were the first of the season, but
a state and possibly because sweped the
stating tha there you wish to speak to the editor or give Vio u nri. nnrtlir nioltorl all It foil Tho
tonight is Halloween and most, of the;,8 no reason why Rn uni.egistered vot. any news, please phone "31 J."
niean temperature was 3a, or 6 de-;officials have been reading ghost; er may not cast his vote in his own
erees
below the normal.
Stories.
nrecinet. linnn mblno nivinai. nfflila
If it's Rear Estate Hayward has it '
.The Richard Hudnut line of per
Otherwise this was a quiet day
Th6 law on the question is giv-Ih- e
The Woman's Aid Society of the fumes is
uniformly of the highest
capltol, the leaden skies throwing
in Chapter 64; 1902 UwB of New Presbyterian church will meet w'th
Get them at Zook's.
a gloom over the building.
Mexico '
Mrs. McGillivary, Don Gaspar avenue, quality.
"The Rosary" A new Dlav to ba
EDUCATIONAL MATTERS.
Widiiv nftprnnrin nt hulf nnst tu-The department of education is
r. Richard Hudnut
Droduced in this citv at thp Klks the- toilet!
and
perfumes
YOUNG
hard at work rallying the teachers
atre tonight is Gaskill and MacVitty's
specialties. Zook's Pharmacy.
'
for a monster atteudance at the con-- j
MARRIED
production, "The Rosary,"
Those
at
electric
irons
$5.00
vention to be held in Albuquerque!
the Pen of Kd ward E- Rose' T '
Sparks Electric Co. will sell for $4.50 fr?m
next week and programs have been
while they last.
sent broadcast. The program is neatWANTED a large second hand base
ly arranged and will show at a glance
Misg Margaret Cunningham, daughburner
at GOEBELS.
the events lor each day.
ter of M P Cunningham, roadmaster
,
1.
nJ
MIU m
iiu UdUlCB
Ol. .lUUJi Irtl, ,
my
UCLtl,HIMINfflLU.
Nw Mexico Ppntral thifi mnrn ntr
Governor McDonald has appointed became the wife of Peter Berardinelli E- cllurcl will meet in the basement j
of the church at 2:,K) o'clock on Fri- numerous delegates to various con-- , at a
prettJ. moPning ceremony at
MmuuuB.
day afternoon, November 1st.
church
.
Father
Bassett
Guadalupe
congress wuicn iiieKis in n itsimium pronounced the beautiful ring cereChurch of the Holy Faith Special
November 25, ho has named:
of the Catholic church. The service, Holy Communion and sermon,
mony
C. T. Brown, Socorro, N. M.; J. E.
voimsr Connie a.rp nmnnir the missing "Prayer," at the Church of the Holy
AT
Faith on Friday, November 1st. (All
Saint. Albuquerque; Thomas Cooney.i'
tnnll a tr
. ain
... nll) nT tnivrl ,vit.
thv
Saints' Day) at 10 a. m.
$ Phone Black 12.
Mcgollon; Allen French, Raton; Thos out telling their triends whither
they
David Summer-villeH. O'Brien, Dawson;
Furnished
Rooms
Elegantly
for
rent.
!
sur-went.
came
as
The
a
wedding
Gibson; ,1. M. Schurley, Hurley;
The finest rooms in the city, having
rP
M.T nnvlilin A linnn urnllu
P prise to their many friends here but electric
light, steam heat and baths.
lleart-wl
reCt,Ve
'nUnhri-- t'
thpy
congratula
'
LMprrn-tohn M. Snllv SnThe European Hotel, centrally lotions.
ta Rita; E. P. Bujac, Carlsbad; Pow- cated. State Progressive Headquart-er- s
The attendants at the wedding were
ell Stackhouse, Carthage; Allen Lane
in the hotel.
FOR SALE Good saddle or driving
White Oaks; G. XV. Prichard. Santa Miss Lucy Napoleon and Joe Berardi-Fe- ;
Reese Beddow, Gallup; G. Bent, nelli, brother of the groom. The
horse and buggy. Inquire at St. Vinding breakfast was at the home of the cent's Sanitarium.
To the Ocean to Ocean
A meeting of the
Highway bride.
Guild of the
Church of the Holy Faith will be held
association meeting in Santa Fe, No-- ;
11
12:
and
vfmber
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
MEYER MAY BE ACQUITTED.
James A. French, Santa Fe; Robert
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 31 In the trial the home of Mrs. W. S. Harroun.
P. Ervien, Santa Fe; E. C. Sperry,jot Edwin F. Meyers, formerly princi-RatoA complet assortment of Hudmit's
.1. J. Shuler, Raton; L. L.
clerk of the storekeeper of the fine toilet waters and perfumery just
hill. Springer; R. E. Twitchell, Laspuget Sound Navy Yard, and .who is received. Zook's.
Ve-- !
charged with conspiracy to defraud,
Vegas; George XV. Fleming, Las
An open meeting of the Brother
El
Sistenos
Chaperito; the government in the purchase of
Delgado,
gas:
of American Yeomen and chil- i.T
Frank funis. Wagon Mound; R. navnl siinnliea. the cross examination hood
'
.1
e .:
...ill
T:,.rt
w
,
u
rut-b "clu
of Paymaster George Brown, U. S. N.,
L. Baca, Santa Fe; Bronson M.
man
s
this
Every-- ,
hall
at
7:30
con-!
evening.
Santa
B.
N.
was
the
Fe;
Santa
Laughlin,
present
storekeeper,
ting,
Fe; A. C. de Baca, Bernalillo; F. B. elude dtoday. He testified that no body is welcome. Admission free.
Mac-- j contract
A.
Wilson may run well, Taft mayj
D.
for supplies could be award- Schwentker. Albuquerque;
pherson, Albuquerque; Felix H. Les- ed without the signature f the com- - have a large following and Roosevelt
ter, Albuquerque; John Becker, Jr., niandant of the yard. This was con- may make them both look like small
Belen; Jose G. Chaves, Los Lunas; sidered a strong point for the de beans, but the Capital Tailor will carXV. M. Borrowdaile,
ry tho election over every other canMagdalena; R. C. fense.
didate for tailoring honors.
Dillon, Encino; A. H. Hilton, San AnInsure With Hayward and Rest Con- STATES
tonio; Francis E. Lester, Mesilla THIRTY-TWV.
S.
AMENDMENT.
FAVOR
THE
Bedicheck,
Deming;
Park; Roy
Cheyney, Willard: XV. H. Atkinson,
Washington, D. C, Oct. 31. Thirty
!
Roswell; Ray Morley, Datil; R. Creacy two states have notified Secretary
Wm. M. McCoy, Knox of their ratification of the proMasters, Ramah;
I
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An J Consequently More Worklln The Fields
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31, 1912.

play deals with the conditions in the
American home of the present day.
In some homes the cause has only just

window of the Modern Grocery
was a pleasure to look at this morn- ITaafa tviarla i,a
ua oil f aal
that Halloween was here and we had
a.. desire for pumpkin pie and all the
uiiiBi 6uuuira ma, i, imu incic ui-- 1

dec-official-

WILL DO

Just

tent.
'...The

LOCAL ITEMS.

J

HARVEST

OCTOBER

THURSDAY,

THE

Mr. Farmer
YOUR

MEXICAN

SUITS, $18.00 JIND UP
$16.50 & UP
HART SCHAFFNER
MARX
FINE CLOTHES
xNATHAN SALMON
&

